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Abstract
CO2 diffuses from ambient air to the chloroplast stroma. There are two large
resistances in this diffusion pathway, stomatal resistance (rs) and mesophyll resistance
(rm). rs is the resistance from the leaf surface to the intercellular air space through
stomata. rm is the resistance from the intercellular air space to the chloroplast stroma.
CO2 concentration is highest in the air (Ca), and lowered in the intercellular air space (Ci)
and lowest in the chloroplast stroma (Cc), because of substantial rs and rm. These
resistances are often expressed as conductances, inverse of resistances, gs and gm.
These conductances respond to various environmental changes. In this thesis, I
conducted detailed analyses of CO2 diffusion conductances in response to drought and
CO2 concentration.
At first, I sought for factors that decrease gm under drought conditions. ABA was
one of candidates that would cause the decrease in gm. Therefore, I used an ABA
deficient mutant (aba1) and the wild type of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia. These plants
were exposed to drought conditions to investigate whether the increase in ABA content
in the leaves was needed for the decrease in gm. For the gm measurements, I
constructed a special system to measure gm with high accuracy using the carbon
isotope method that is considered as most reliable. Under drought conditions, aba1 did
not show any decrease in gm whereas gm decreased in WT. Addition of ABA to aba1
leaves caused dramatic decreases in gm. I, thus, could demonstrate that the increase in
ABA content in the leaf was necessary for the decrease in gm. However, the underlying
mechanisms are still not clear.
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In addition to this experiment, I investigated whether gm responded to high CO2
condition with these tobacco plants because some papers have reported rapid
decrease in gm in response to high CO2. In both WT and aba1, gm decreased in
response to high CO2. Therefore, ABA might not be necessary for decrease in gm in
response to high CO2.
There are only a few papers reporting detailed analyses of responses of gm to
elevated CO2. In particular, studies reporting responses of gm to long-tem elevation of
CO2 are few. Because, when the stomata close, Rubisco tends to fix more CO2 evolved
in the process of (photo)respiration than the CO2 directly from the ambient air, I used
some stomatal mutants of Arabidopsis thaliana, which are insensitive to CO2, to
uncouple the influence of gs on gm. To estimate gm, I also applied new methods that
were proposed very recently. The plants were grown at 390 ppm and 780 ppm in growth
chambers to investigate whether the responses of gm to elevated CO2 could be changed
by growth CO2 concentration. In the short-term experiments, gm decreased in response
to elevated CO2 regardless of gs responses and the calculation methods to estimate gm.
In the long-term experiment, the responses of gm to elevated CO2 did not change with
the growth CO2 concentration. However, nitrogen nutrition during the growth affected
responses of gm to elevated CO2. The difference might be due to changes in chloroplast
starch metabolism. With the decrease in CO2 concentration and/or nutritional N level,
starch tended to accumulate, which would decrease gm.
I investigated underlying mechanisms of the changes in gm in response to
elevated CO2 and ABA. Recently, some studies have suggested that the PIP
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aquaporins could affect gm. Therefore, to clarify whether PIP aquaporins are involved in
the changes in gm in response to elevated CO2 and ABA, I compared responses of gm to
elevated CO2 and ABA among three T-DNA insertion lines of PIP aquaporins that are
highly expressed in leaves (pip1;2, pip2;3 and pip2;6). The responses of gm to elevated
CO2 were all the same among Col-0 and all T-DNA insertion lines. However, in pip2;6,
gm was insensitive to ABA. As PIP2;6 was mainly expressed around the vascular tissue,
PIP2;6 would not play roles in mesophyll cells as CO2 facilitators. Previous reports have
demonstrated that the relationships between leaf water relations and PIP aquaporins.
Then the changes in the water relations would affect gm.
Clarification of the relationships between leaf water relations and CO2 diffusion in
the leaves will be prerequisite to improve plant performance in semiarid and arid areas.
Also, detailed analyses of responses of CO2 diffusion conductances to high CO2 will be
helpful to improve plant performance in the high CO2 world. The results are discussed in
the light of these future perspectives.
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Abbreviations
Ca

CO2 concentration in the air

Cas

CO2 concentration at leaf surface

Ci

CO2 concentration in intercellular air space

Cc

CO2 concentration in chloroplast stroma

A

photosynthesis rate

ab

carbon

isotope

discrimination

caused

by

diffusion

through

boundary layer
as

carbon isotope discrimination caused by diffusion through stomata

ai

carbon isotope discrimination during CO2 diffusion/hydration
through water

b

carbon isotope discrimination caused by the carboxylation reaction
by Rubisco and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase

e

the carbon isotope discrimination during day respiration

f

carbon isotope discrimination during photorespiration

Rd

day respiration

Rdark

dark respiration

Γ

*

CO2 compensation point without the day respiration incorporated
with gm

C i*

CO2 compensation point without the day respiration

ΦPSⅡ

Genty’s parameter

SWC

soil water content

[ABA]L

ABA contents of the leaves

gs

stomatal conductance

gm

mesophyll conductance

glw

total leaf stomatal conductance for H2O

gcut

cuticular conductance for H2O

Wl

mole fraction of water vapor within the leaf

Wa

mole fraction of water vapor within the chamber air

El

total transpirastion rate

VPD

vapor pressure difference

ΨL

leaf water potential

Sc

surface area of chloroplasts facing the intercellular air space
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Sm

surface area of mesophyll cells exposed to intercellular air space

PFD

photon flux density

LMA

leaf mass per unit area

AXS

artificial xylem sap
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CHAPTER 1

General Introduction
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Photosynthesis and CO2 diffusion into the leaf
The substrate for photosynthesis, CO2, diffuses from ambient air to the site of
carboxylation, chloroplast stroma, along its concentration gradient, and is fixed by
ribulose 1,5- bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco). There are three main
resistances in this diffusion pathway, boundary layer resistance (rb), stomatal resistance
(rs) and mesophyll resistance (rm) (Fig. 1). rb is the resistance to diffusion of gas in the
leaf surface boundary layer that is formed through frictional interactions between the air
and the leaf surface. rb becomes greater when the air at the leaf surface is not stirred
well. When photosynthetic measurements are made in gas exchange studies, rb is often
ignored because the air in the assimilation chamber is stirred very well. rs is the
resistance from the leaf surface to the intercellular air space through stomata. rm is the
resistance from the intercellular air space to the chloroplast stroma. CO2 concentration
is highest in the air (Ca), and is lower at the leaf surface (Cas) and further lowered in the
intercellular air space (Ci) and lowest in the chloroplast stroma (Cc), because of rb, rs and
rm, respectively. These resistances are often expressed as conductances, inverse of
resistances, gb, gs and gm. Among these resistances, our knowledge of rm is most
scarce. Because rm includes various partial resistances such as those of intercellular air
space, cell wall, plasma membrane, cytosol, chloroplast envelope and chloroplast
stroma, each of these partial resistances should be characterized. Although distance
between the cell wall surface to the chloroplast stroma is shorter than that between leaf
surface and the intercellular air space, CO2 diffusion coefficient in liquid phase is about
1/10,000 of that in air, and thereby gm and gs are in the same order (Flexas et al., 2008,
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Terashima et al., 2011).

Methodological advance to estimate mesophyll conductance
Early pioneering studies had suggested the resistance between the intercellular
air space to chloroplast stroma could be a limiting factor for photosynthesis (Gaastra,
1959, Nobel, 1977). This was based on some morphological analyses. The leaves with
high cumulated chloroplast surface areas facing the intercellular space per unit leaf
surface area （chloroplast surface area, Sc）tended to show higher photosynthetic rates
per leaf area. However, in many subsequent studies including those employing the
photosynthesis model by Farquhar (Farquhar et al., 1980), it was assumed that Ci was
equal to Cc. Therefore, the decrease in the CO2 concentration between the intercellular
air space to chloroplast stroma have not been considered seriously.
Evans (1983) suggested the existence of mesophyll resistance based on gas
exchange studies and biochemical analysis of Rubisco activity. There was a curvilinear
relationship between the initial slope of photosynthesis rate-Ci curves (A-Ci curves)
based on the Farquhar model, expressing the carboxylation efficiency, and the
carboxylase activity of extracted Rubisco. The relation should be linear if Ci equals to Cc.
Evans, thus, theoretically calculated gm from the curvature.
gm was estimated by Evans et al. (1986), by using the carbon isotope method,
for the first time. This method was based on the characteristic of Rubisco; Rubisco
discriminates 13CO2 against 12CO2 . Rubisco fixes 12CO2 in preference to13CO2 in the
open system, whereas Rubisco fixes both 12CO2 and 13CO2 in the closed system. Plant
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leaves are the intermediate semi-closed systems. Therefore, when conductivity of CO2
to the chloroplast stroma is finite and low, the system becomes closer to the closed
system and Rubisco tends to fix more 13CO2. This characteristic makes it possible to
quantitatively estimate conductivity in the leaf by measuring the ratio of 13CO2 to 12CO2
in the CO2 fixed by photosynthesis. This carbon isotope discrimination model was also
developed by Farquhar et al. (1989). Other methods to estimate gm include the A-Ci
curve fitting method and chlorophyll fluorescence method. The A-Ci curve fitting method
was developed and improved by Ethier and Livingston (2004) and Sharkey et al. (2007).
The chlorophyll fluorescence method was established by Harley et al. (1992). The latter
involves simultaneous gas exchange measurements and chlorophyll fluorescence yield
measurements. Because these two methods rely on models that have more
assumptions than the carbon isotope models, the carbon isotope method is considered
as the most reliable method to estimate gm (Pons et al., 2009).
There have been many studies that estimated gm. However, almost all of them, in
particular early field studies, employed the A-Ci curve fitting method or chlorophyll
fluorescence method (Flexas et al., 2008). Therefore, re-evaluation of their results is
needed. Recently, the carbon isotope method has been also improved (Gu & Sun, 2014,
Tholen et al., 2012, Tholen & Zhu, 2011). The early models for the carbon isotope
method do not incorporate the influence of respiration and photorespiration properly.
Employing detailed simulations, Tholen and Zhu (2011) and Tholen et al. (2012) have
claimed an emergent need for the incorporation of influenced of (photo)respiration. Gu
and Sun (Gu & Sun, 2014) have also pointed out that the conventional carbon isotope
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methods have misleading assumptions. It is necessary to use their methods for
estimating gm with data obtained from gas exchange and carbon isotope
measurements.

Responses of gm to environmental changes
It has been shown that drought, temperature, light intensity, vapor pressure deficit
(VPD), nitrogen availability, salinity and CO2 concentration alter gm as reviewed in
Flexas et al. (2008) and Flexas et al. (2012).
Under drought conditions, gm and gs decreased in many plant species in
short-term experiments for minutes to hours as well as in long-term experiments for
weeks to months scales (Delfine et al., 2005, Flexas et al., 2009, Flexas et al., 2006a,
Galmes et al., 2007, Warren, 2008). Some of the reports have suggested that the
decrease in gm was recovered by re-watering (Flexas et al., 2009, Galle et al., 2009).
These responses of gm to drought have been well analyzed, however, underling
mechanisms regulating gm have not been clarified.
Responses of gm to CO2 concentration are still controversial. Short-term elevation
of CO2 tended to decrease gm but marked decreases were not observed in wheat
(Douthe et al., 2011, Flexas et al., 2007b, Tazoe et al., 2009, Tazoe et al., 2011). There
are few reports for the plants grown in the elevated CO2 for long terms and there appear
to be no general trends (Bernacchi et al., 2005, Singsaas et al., 2004). Detailed
analyses of gm responses to CO2 in both short-term and long-term scales are needed.
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gm variations in response to structural, physiological and molecular changes
Factors determining gm are divided into two main categories, structural factors and
biochemical factors. For structural factors, the diffusion pathway in the intercellular air
space, cell wall thickness and chloroplast surface area exposed to the intercellular air
space (Sc) would be important.
For evaluation of the resistance in the intercellular air space, A was measured in
an artificial air, called helox, in which nitrogen is replaced with helium and compared
with A measured in normal air. Diffusion coefficient of CO2 in helox becomes 2.3 times
greater than that in air. Parkhurst and Mott (1990) measured A in Brassaia actinophylla,
and found that A measured in helox was greater than that measured in air. On the other
hand, Genty et al. (1998) have reported that no difference was observed between A
measured in helox and that in normal air in Rosa rubiginosa and Populus koreana ×
trichocarpa. In short, leaf structures differ from species to species. Therefore, the
influence of intercellular diffusion pathway on gm would be also different. Generally, in
hypostomatous thick leaves, the resistance in the intercellular spaces could not be
ignored, whereas in amphistomatous thin leaves commonly found in herbaceous plants,
the intercellular resistance would be ignored.
CO2 diffuses in the liquid phase in the cell wall. Therefore, cell wall thickness is an
important factor to determine gm. A previous study demonstrated that Polygonum
cuspidatum from the site at 2500 m above sea level on Mt. Fuji had thicker cell wall and
lower gm compared to plants grown in the site at 10 m above sea level (Kogami et al.,
2001). gm differs depending on plant functional types. gm values are greatest in annual
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herbs and decrease with the increase in cell wall thickness in perennial herbs,
deciduous broadleaf trees and evergreen broadleaf trees in this order (Terashima et al.,
2006).
Early pioneering studies showed the importance of Sc for photosynthesis (Kariya,
1972, Laisk, 1970). Chloroplasts attach the cell membrane facing the intercellular air
space when leaves are in the light. If chloroplasts are detached from the plasma
membrane, CO2 diffusion pathway might become greater and resistance becomes
greater. Tholen et al. (2008) have demonstrated a positive relationships between Sc and
gm using a mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana that is impaired in chloroplast avoidance
response. They also found that, in wild type plants, gm and Sc changed simultaneously
with translocational movement of chloroplasts in response to illumination of strong or
weak blue light in a few minutes.
As biochemical factors, carbonic anhydrase (CA) and plasma membrane intrinsic
protein (PIP) aquaporins have been considered as CO2 facilitators in the liquid phase.
CA could be divided into αCAs and βCAs, and βCAs are located near the plasma
membrane, in cytosol, near the chloroplast envelope, in the stroma and in mitochondria
in mesophyll cells (Fabre et al., 2007). They catalyze hydration of CO2 as follows, CO2
＋H2O ⇄ HCO3–＋H＋, and this reaction is affected by pH. pH in the apoplast, cytosol
and stroma is about 5.8, 7.4 and 8.0 under in high light, respectively (Terashima et al.,
2011). When CO2 diffuses into cytosol or stroma, CO2 is converted into HCO3–. When
the pH values are 5.8, 7.4 and 8.0, [HCO3–] / [CO2] ratios are 0.063, 15.8 and 63.1,
respectively (Terashima et al., 2011). HCO3– diffusion is slightly slower than CO2 in
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liquid phase, however, a concentration gradient of HCO3– is made in cytosol and stroma
because of relatively high pH. In Price et al. (1994), antisense lines of a βCA, expressed
in chloroplast, were made. However, they could not get clear results. Because there are
six βCAs, further analyses are needed to investigate the relationships between CAs and
g m.
PIP aquaporins were reported as water channels. Thirteen species of PIPs have
been identified in Arabidopsis thaliana, and they were further categorized into five
PIP1s and eight PIP2s. Recently, it was shown that some PIP aquaporins serve as CO2
channels, and antisense and overexpression lines of PIPs altered gm (Flexas et al.,
2006b, Hanba et al., 2004, Uehlein et al., 2003). For water channel PIP aquaporins,
regulation mechanisms via phosphorylation and protonation have been reported
(Tornroth-Horsefield et al., 2006, Van Wilder et al., 2008). However, relationships
between activity of PIP aquaporins and gm have not reported yet. Therefore, it is
important to analyze the activity of PIP aquaporins under various environmental
conditions that could alter gm.

Contents of this thesis
In CHAPTER 2, I investigated factors that decrease gm under drought condition.
Previous studies used chlorophyll fluorescence method for estimation of gm to judge
whether gm decreases under drought conditions. However, the chlorophyll fluorescence
method is not accurate. It is almost impossible to get all the parameters to estimate gm
especially in the field. Under drought conditions, it is difficult to use the carbon isotope
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method for estimating gm because drought stress often decreases the photosynthesis
rate and thereby lowers the extent of discrimination for 13CO2, which causes inaccuracy
for estimating gm. Herein, I constructed a special system to measure gm with high
accuracy, and measured whether ABA is involved in the decrease in gm under drought
conditions with mutants that impaired to produce ABA.
In CHAPTER 3, I investigated responses of gm to CO2 because there are only a
few reports. In particular, studies reporting responses of gm to long-tem elevation of CO2
were few. Nevertheless, it is important to conduct such the study to predict the future
photosynthetic production in the coming high CO2 world. In addition to this, I used some
mutants impaired in stomatal responses to CO2 to uncouple the influence of gs on gm
because changes in gs affect the proportion of re-fixed CO2 from (photo)respiration to
the CO2 directly from the ambient air. To exclude these uncertainties, I also applied new
methods for estimation of gm, which have been very recently proposed.
In CHAPTER 4, I investigated underlying mechanisms that change gm in response
to elevated CO2 and ABA. Recently, some papers have suggested that the PIP
aquaporins could affect gm. Therefore, I assumed that the PIP aquaporins were one of
the possible factors that regulate gm in response to elevated CO2 and ABA, and I
investigated whether responses of gm to elevated CO2 and ABA were different among
some T-DNA insertion lines of PIP aquaporins.
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Mesophyll conductance decreases in the wild type but not in an ABA-deficient mutant
(aba1) of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia under drought conditions
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Introduction
The balance between the H2O efflux by transpiration and CO2 influx from air to the
chloroplast stroma is crucial for land plants. Excessive transpiration results in wilting,
whereas low stomatal conductance limits CO2 diffusion into the leaf and thereby
photosynthesis. In particular, the drought stress disrupts the balance between H2O
efflux and CO2 influx. Under drought conditions, CO2 diffusion conductances through
stomata (gs) and from the intercellular air space to the site of carboxylation (gm)
decrease (Flexas et al., 2009, Galmes et al., 2007, Miyazawa et al., 2008, Warren,
2008). The closure of stomata or the decrease in gs under drought conditions has been
studied well and it is established that ABA plays a crucial role (Ogunkanmi et al., 1973,
Tardieu et al., 1992). In contrast, the mechanisms that decrease gm is still unclear.
Three

gm

measuring

methods,

namely,

A-Ci

curve-fitting,

chlorophyll

fluorescence/gas exchange and carbon isotope discrimination/gas exchange, have
been used and the carbon isotope method is considered as the most reliable method
with minimum assumptions (Pons et al., 2009). However, estimation of gm with the
carbon isotope method under drought conditions is not feasible. Tholen et al. (2012)
pointed out a serious influence of CO2 produced by photorespiration on the calculation
of gm. Thus, measurements should be conducted at low oxygen concentrations to
prevent the error in calculation of gm. In most of the recent studies reporting the
decreases in gm under drought conditions, however, measurements of gm were
conducted at 21 % oxygen (Flexas et al., 2009, Warren, 2008). Moreover, because the
drought stress decreases the photosynthesis rate, the difference in the CO2
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concentration between the air entering the leaf chamber and the air leaving the leaf
chamber decreases. The small difference in the CO2 concentration causes inaccurate
estimation of gm (Caemmerer & Evans, 1991). Therefore, the use of reliable gm
measuring systems is needed to obtain accurate gm under drought conditions. Moreover,
under the drought conditions, leaf photosynthesis would be heterogeneous over the leaf
area (Terashima, 1992). If the patchiness is marked, the conventional calculations will
not be possible.
Abscisic acid (ABA) plays a major role in plant responses to drought stress
(Shinozaki & Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 2007). Recently, the rapid production of ABA in
xylem parenchyma cells has been reported and involvement of ABA transporters in the
export of ABA from ABA-producing cells has been also suggested (Christmann et al.,
2007, Endo et al., 2008, Kuromori et al., 2010). Stomatal closure is one of the
responses mediated by ABA. For gm, Flexas et al. (2006a) also showed that ABA
application to soybean and tobacco decreased gm, although these measurements were
conducted by the chlorophyll fluorescence/gas exchange method. Long-term drought
treatments of tobacco plants for two to three weeks decreased gm (Miyazawa et al.,
2008). However, the long-term drought treatments might induce acclimation including
changes in leaf anatomical traits. Such acclimation would complicate the relationships
between the decrease in gm under drought condition and the involvement of ABA. In
Helianthus annuus, gs measured three days after the application of a 20 µM ABA
solution to the roots decreased considerably, whereas gm was unchanged (Vrabl et al.,
2009). In the study by Vrabl et al. (2009), it could be possible that leaf ABA level was not
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enough to decrease gm but enough to decrease gs.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether ABA is involved in decreasing gm
under relatively short-term drought stress. We used the wild type and an ABA deficient
mutant of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia and measured gm with a custom-made system at a
low O2 concentration of 1%.

Materials and methods
Plant materials and growth conditions
The wild type and an ABA deficient mutant (aba1) of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia
were grown in 900 mL pots containing river sand (Suna, SOSEKI, Tochigi, Japan) in a
growth chamber with a 14 h photoperiod, day/night temperature of 23/21°C and at
relative humidity of 70%. Light was provided by a bank of white fluorescent lamps
(FPR-96EXNA, National, Osaka, Japan) and the photon flux density (PFD) at the plant
level was 400 µmol m–2 s–1. The river sand was completely oven-dried at 80°C and 1 kg
of dried river sand was used per one pot. Plants were irrigated two to three times a
week with the 1/1000 strength solution of a commercial nutrient solution (Hyponex
6-10-5; Hyponex Japan, Osaka, Japan), containing 6.00% total nitrogen, 10.0%
water-soluble phosphoric acid and 5.0% water-soluble potassium. aba1 is the mutant
that hardly produce ABA because aba1 lacks an activity of aldehyde oxidase (AO) that
catalyzes a oxidation of abscisic aldehyde to ABA (Seo & Koshiba, 2002).
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Drought treatment and ABA application
For the drought treatment, irrigation was withheld. As an indicator of drought
stress, we used soil water content (SWC) calculated as:
SWC % =

W–WD
WFC –WD

,

where W is the soil weight at the time point of the measurement, WD is the soil dry
weight after oven-dried at 80°C for three days , WFC is the soil weight at the field
capacity. In this study, field capacity is defined as the wet weight measured after gravity
water was drained in 20 min. The drought treatment was applied when the 12th to 14th
leaves of 8 weeks-old plants were fully expanded. Measurements of photosynthetic
parameters were conducted when  SWC was 100% and 40 ± 4%. Both WT and aba1
wilted at SWC less than about 35% (data not shown).
ABA was applied to a detached leaf. The plant was kept in the dark for 30 min and
the leaf was cut at its petiole base under deionized water. The petiole of the detached
leaf was kept in the deionized water in a 1.5 mL micro tube. Then the deionized water in
the micro tube was replaced with an artificial xylem sap (AXS) containing 1 mM
potassium phosphate buffer(pH 5.8), 1 mM CaCl2, 0.1 mM MgSO4, 3 mM KNO3 and 0.1
mM MnSO4 (Wilkinson & Davies, 1997). The detached leaf was enclosed in the leaf
chamber (for the conditions, see below) and gas exchange measurements were
conducted after photosynthesis became stable about 2 h after the petiole cutting. The
AXS in the micro tube was then replaced with an AXS containing 1 µM or 10 µM ABA.
When steady-state leaf photosynthesis was attained, gas exchange measurements
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were conducted.

Gas exchange and isotopic measurements
Gas exchange measurements were performed with a laboratory-made chamber
and an infrared gas analyzer system (LI-7000; Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). The
chamber size was 100 × 80 × 20 mm with two DC fans to obtain a large boundary layer
conductance. For the measurements of N. plumbaginifolia leaves, the fully expanded
leaf was enclosed in the chamber. Light at PFD of 800 µmol m–2 s–1 was provided by a
metal halide lamp (PCS-UMX250; NPI, Tokyo, Japan). The rate of photosynthesis was
measured at an ambient CO2 concentration (Ca) of 390 µmol mol–1 and O2 concentration
of 1% to minimize the effect of photorespiration. To correct the O2 effect on sensitivity of
infrared CO2/H2O analyzer, I used the LI-6400 built-in correction formulae (Bunce,
2002). The leaf temperature was kept at 25°C and the leaf to air vapor pressure deficit
(VPD) was set to 0.9 – 1.0 kPa. Gas exchange parameters were calculated according to
von Caemmerer & Farquhar (1981). When leaf photosynthesis reached its steady-state
rate, the air leaving the LI-7000 from reference and sample cells were captured in the
100 ml PyrexTM bottles for three times each. The ratio of 13CO2 to 12CO2 in the air in the
Pyrex bottles was analyzed with a mass spectrometer (IsoPrime 100; Isoprime Ltd,
Manchester, UK) equipped with a CO2 concentration system (trace gas system). The
accuracy of this δ13C measurement system was less than ± 0.06‰ of standard
deviation (n= 5, data not shown). Carbon isotope ratio was expressed as δ13C
calculated as
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𝛿 !"𝐶 =

where 𝑅!"# and

𝑅!"#
𝑅!"#$%#&%

−1

𝑅!"#$%#&% are the carbon isotope ratios of the air leaving the LI-7000

and the standard, PeeDee belemnite, respectively.
Carbon isotope discrimination (Δ) was calculated according to Evans et al. (1986)
as:
Δ=

1000 × ξ δ13 Csam – δ13 Cref
1000 + δ13 Csam – ξ δ13 Csam – δ13 Cref

where ξ= Cref

Cref – Csam

,

and Cref and Csam are the CO2 concentrations of the air

entering and leaving the chamber, respectively, analyzed with LI-7000. In all
measurements, ξ values were was set to less than 10 to keep the accuracy of gm
calculation high.
A - Ci curves were obtained by measuring A at Ca of 100, 200, 390, 600, 800 and
1000 µmol mol–1 and gm values were also calculated at all these Ca concentrations.

Calculation of mesophyll conductance
The calculation of mesophyll conductance was based on Tazoe et al. (2011).
However, I did not ignore boundary layer conductance though it was high enough.
Discrimination of CO2 during C3 photosynthesis is expressed according to Evans et al.
(1986):
Δ=ab

Ca – Cas
Ca

+ as

Cas – Ci
Ca

+ ai

Ci   – Cc
Ca

+b

Cc
Ca

–

eRd k + fΓ*
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Ca

,

where Ca is the ambient CO2 concentration, Cas is the CO2 at the leaf surface, Ci is the
intercellular CO2, Cc is the CO2 at the chloroplast stroma. These CO2 concentration is
calculated from Fick’s first law (e.g. A=gb Ca − Cas ). ab and as is the carbon isotope
discrimination caused by diffusion through boundary layer (2.9‰) and stomata (4.4‰),
respectively, ai is the carbon isotope discrimination during CO2 diffusion/hydration
through water (1.8‰), and b is the carbon isotope discrimination caused by the
carboxylation reaction by Rubisco and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (30‰). e is
the carbon isotope discrimination during day respiration, and I assumed no fractionation
by the day respiration and calculated it based on Tazoe et al. (2009) as follows:
13

13

e=δ Cgas cylinder – δ Catmosphere .
In this study, the carbon isotope composition in the chamber air provided with CO2 gas
13

cylinder, δ Cgas cylinder was – 34.36‰ and the carbon isotope composition in the
13

growth chamber, δ Catmosphere , was assumed to – 13.56‰, the average value of five
replicates. Therefore, e was set to – 20.8‰. Day respiration (Rd ) is assumed to be the
*

same as the dark respiration (Rdark ). The symbols f (11.6‰) and Γ are the carbon
isotope discrimination during photorespiration and a CO2 compensation point without
*

the day respiration, respectively (Lanigan et al., 2008). Γ was assumed to be 1.468
µmol mol-1 under 1% O2 based on the actual data obtained in this study using the Laisk
method (Laisk, 1977). The symbol k is the carboxylation efficiency of Rubisco and
k= Vc Cc where Vc = A + Rd

*

(1 –   Γ Cc ) (Tazoe et al., 2011, Von Caemmerer &

Farquhar, 1981). Cc is calculated from Fick’s first law, A=gm Ci − Cc .
Mesophyll conductance was calculated according to Tazoe et al. (2011) as
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gm =

b – ai –
C

eRd
A
A + Rd Ca
C

eRd Ci – Γ*

fΓ*

.

ab + as – ab as + b – as i –
–
–Δ
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca A + Rd

Measurement of ABA content in the leaf, Rubisco content and leaf water
potential
For measuring the ABA content, 4 to 6 leaf discs (50 – 100 mg) per leaf were
obtained avoiding the midribs with a leaf punch right after the measurements of
photosynthetic characteristics in the leaves of well-watered plants, water stressed
plants and those fed with ABA. The samples were stored in a freezer at –80°C. The
ABA content was analyzed with an ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC)
coupled with a tandem quadrupole mass spectrometer (qMS/MS) equipped with an
electrospray interface (ESI; UPLC-ESI-qMS/MS) (Kojima et al., 2009).
For measuring the Rubisco content, leaf discs were taken from the leaves at SWC
of 100% or 40 ± 4%. The Rubisco content was measured according to Makino et al.
(1986) with some modifications. Leaf discs were homogenized in a 62.5 mM Tris-HCl
buffer (pH 6.8) containing 7.5% (v/v) glycerol, 5 mM DTT, 2% SDS and the protease
inhibitor cocktail (Roche Diagnostics K.K., Tokyo, Japan) and then boiled at 95°C for 5
min. The sample was centrifuged at 20,000 g for 10 min and the supernatant was used
for SDS-PAGE. SDS gels were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue for two hours with
gentle shaking and then de-stained with 30% (v/v) methanol containing 10% (v/v) acetic
acid until the gel background getting clear. The bands considered as Rubisco large
subunits were taken out with a razor blade and extracted with formamide for 5 h. The
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extraction was analyzed with a spectrophotometer (UV 3310, HITACHI, Tokyo, Japan)
and the Rubisco content was determined. I used bovine serum albumin as the standard.
Two hours after the clamping the leaf in the chamber under the same conditions as
those for gm measurements, leaf water potential was measured with a pressure
chamber (Model-3000, SoilMoisture Equipment Corp., Santa Barbara, CA, USA) .

Non-uniform stomatal closure by abscisic acid
The detached leaf with its petiole kept in a micro tube containing the AXS was
enclosed in a 6 cm2 chamber of a portable gas exchange system (LI-6400; Li-Cor) and
placed under a 2-D fluorescence imaging system (FluorCam, Photon System
Instruments Ltd, Brno, Czech Republic). In the chamber, CO2 and O2 concentration
were kept at 390 µmol mol–1 and 1 %. The LEDs of the 2-D FluorCam gave 400 µmol m–
2

s–1at the leaf surface. The leaf temperature and VPD were kept at 25°C and at 0.8 –

1.0 kPa respectively. The ABA concentration in the AXS was increased stepwise to 100
µM after the steady-state leaf photosynthesis was attained at each ABA concentration.
To validate the effects of the ABA application on the uniformity of leaf
photosynthesis, I analyzed photosystem Ⅱ quantum yields (Genty’s parameter:ΦPSⅡ )
over the leaf before and after the ABA application. ΦPSⅡ was calculated using the
following equation by Genty et al. (1989):
'

ΦPSⅡ =

Fm – Fs
Fm
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'

'

where F’s is a steady-state fluorescence and F’m is a maximal fluorescence during a
light-saturating pulse in the presence of actinic light.

Results
Photosynthetic parameters and ABA content in leaves
To investigate possible involvement of ABA in decreasing gm under drought
conditions, I used an ABA deficient mutant, aba1, and photosynthetic characteristics of
this mutant and the wild type were compared. The rate of decrease in SWC after
withholding irrigation was faster in aba1 than WT (Fig. 1). This would be due to the
greater transpiration rate in the aba1 plants as has been suggested (Leydecker et al.,
1995).
The photosynthetic parameters of WT and aba1 are shown in Fig. 2. At SWC
100 %, gs was somewhat greater in aba1 than in WT. On the other hand, gm values
were almost the same. In WT, both gs and gm were lower at SWC 40 ± 4% than at the
SWC 100%. On the other hand, neither gs nor gm decreased in aba1 (Fig. 2). I also
examined the ABA contents of the leaves ([ABA]L) under both well-watered and drought
conditions. [ABA]L increased by more than tenfold under the drought condition in WT.
However, in aba1, [ABA]L did not increase but remained at a low level even under the
drought condition (Fig. 3). Although [ABA]L under the drought condition was somewhat
dispersed in WT, a strong correlation can be seen when the data of gm and [ABA]L were
plotted (Fig. 5).
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To validate the effect of ABA on gm, I artificially changed the [ABA]L by feeding
ABA. Both gs and gm decreased when the leaves of WT and aba1 were fed with ABA via
their petioles. The decreases in photosynthetic parameters by ABA were in a
dose-dependent manner in both WT and aba1 (Fig. 4).
gs and gm were negatively correlated with [ABA]L in both WT and aba1, when the
data of the drought experiments (Fig. 2 and 3) and the ABA feeding experiments (Fig. 4)
were plotted together (Fig. 5). It is noteworthy that gs was more sensitive to [ABA]L than
gm. A was correlated with both gs and gm in both WT and aba1 (Fig. 6). Because the
decrease in A was clearly due to limitation of CO2 diffusion conductance in the leaves,
and because gs and gm were suppressed by ABA, [ABA]L is clearly a major determinant
of A under the drought conditions.
Analyses at different Ca levels showed that gs and gm decreased with the increase
in Ci in both WT and aba1 (Fig. 7). gs was greater in aba1 than in WT. However, gm
levels were smaller in aba1 than in WT at the low Ci range (< Ca: 390 µmol mol–1). gm
levels were almost the same at higher ranges. The data of the ABA feeding experiments
were superimposed. It is worth noting that the ABA feeding and exposure to low CO2
caused the inverse responses of gm, although both treatments caused the decreases in
Ci. Accordingly, A-Ci relationships also changed, because gm decreased in the presence
of ABA. gs values in the control leaves of the ABA feeding experiments were somewhat
greater than those in the leaves used for CO2 responses probably because I used the
cut leaves in the ABA feeding experiment.
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Leaf Rubisco content and leaf water potential
The leaf Rubisco contents were not different between the well-watered (0.913 ±
0.180 g m–2 ) and drought conditions (0.9138 ± 0.187 g m–2 ) in WT. Leaf Rubisco
content of aba1 did not significantly change between the well-watered (0.878 ± 0.073 g
m–2 ) and drought conditions (1.027 ± 0.125 g m–2 ), either. Therefore, neither the
changes in A nor those in gm were explained by the changes in the Rubisco contents.
The leaf water potential (ΨL) in WT decreased after the drought treatment (Fig. 8).
However, ΨL were not different between SWC 100% and 40 ± 4% in aba1. It was also
noted that aba1 showed lower ΨL than WT even under the well-watered conditions.
When fed with 100 µM ABA, ΦPSⅡ decreased uniformly over the leaf area
(supplementary data. 1). Heterogeneity in ΦPSⅡ over the leaf area was not detected in
the leaves even at SWC of 40% (supplementary data. 2). Because the leaf area
enclosed in the assimilation chamber was about 15 cm2 and was not much greater than
the area (6 cm2) tested for uniformity of photosynthesis, under the present experimental
conditions, patchy stomatal closure might not occur.

Discussion
It has been reported for many species that both of the CO2 diffusion conductances,
gs and gm, decrease under drought conditions (Flexas et al., 2006a, Flexas et al., 2008,
Galmes et al., 2007). Further, Flexas et al. (2006a) argued that ABA could decrease not
only gs but also gm. However, few relationships between the decrease in gm and the
[ABA]L have been reported. The responses of gm to ABA so far reported were not
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consistent. This is partly because the gm measuring method, the ABA concentration
applied, and/or the period of ABA treatment, vary depending on the studies (Flexas et
al., 2006a, Vrabl et al., 2009). Under prolonged drought conditions, gm may acclimate to
the conditions and recover towards the original level (Flexas et al., 2009). Therefore, I
focused on the responses of gm to drought stress and the involvement of ABA in these
responses in the relatively short period up to three days.
Involvement of ABA under drought conditions prevents excessive water loss by
inducing several plant responses including closure of stomata through ABA signaling
cascades (Shinozaki & Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, 2007). aba1 hardly produces ABA even
under drought condition because of the defect in generating the sulfurylated form of the
molybdenum cofactor that is necessary for the activity of the aldehyde oxidase (AO).
AO catalyzes the main pathway for oxidation of ABA aldehyde to ABA in the cytosol.
There are some other pathways to produce ABA like the abscisic alcohol pathway. Thus,
ABA production in aba1 is not null (Seo & Koshiba, 2002). In the present study, the ABA
content in the aba1 leaves at SWC of 40 ± 4% was similar to that at SWC of 100%. The
rate of the decrease in SWC was faster in aba1 than in WT, because the stomata in
aba1 were kept widely open even under drought conditions (Fig. 2). The use of the ABA
deficient mutant aba1 was effective for investigating the relationship between ABA
content in the leaves and decrease in gm under drought conditions.
Some reports indicate that soil water deficit decreases gs and gm similarly (Flexas
et al., 2008, Warren, 2008). However, there are only a few reports taking full account of
the accuracy of the gm measurements under low gs condition. Because Tholen et al.
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(2012) indicated that respiration and photorespiration interfere with the measurement of
gm obtained under at 21% O2 , in the present study, all gm measurements were
conducted at 1% O2. I also checked that the patchy stomatal closure was unlikely even
under the severest conditions adopted in the present study. Moreover, I evaluated the
effect of cuticular conductance on Ci calculation according to Boyer et al. (1997). When
WT leaves were fed with 10µM ABA, gs for H2O decreased to about 0.1 mol H2O m–2 s–
1

(see Fig. 4, but in this figure gs values for CO2 are shown). If cuticular conductance is 1,

5 or 10 mmol H2O m–2 s–1, Ci will be about 195.32±18.6, 187.82±21.0 or 177.34±25.1
µmol CO2 mol–1 respectively (cf. Ci with no cuticular transpiration, 197.09±18.05 µmol
CO2 mol–1), and gm will be 0.095±0.009, 0.102±0.013 or 0.115±0.023 mol CO2 m–2 s–1
respectively (cf. gm with no cuticular transpiration, 0.094±0.009 mol CO2 m-2 s-1). I did
not measure the cuticular conductance in this study but from the above calculations I
would be able to confirm that the decrease in gm values by ABA were mostly attributed
to the decrease in gm per se (for details, see Appendix). In WT, gm was decreased with
the increase in [ABA]L under the drought conditions. When the data from the drought
experiments and the ABA feeding experiments were plotted together, a strong tendency
that gm decreased with the increase in [ABA]L was evident (Fig. 5). Therefore, I conclude
that gm was decreased by ABA in a dose-dependent manner and that gm did not
decrease even under the drought condition in aba1 because of the very low level of
ABA.
When treated with 10 µM ABA, gm was decreased to the about half that in the
control (Fig. 4). Terashima et al. (2011) suggested that the cell wall resistance account
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for about half of the mesophyll resistance in annual herbs. The cell wall thickness
should not be altered in about two hours, therefore ABA would somehow affect the
membranes. However, I have to consider the effects of cell walls in a careful way
because pH in the xylem sap and the apoplastic space may increase under drought
conditions (Wilkinson & Davies, 1997). Terashima et al. (2011) also pointed out that the
porosity and tortuosity of the cell wall could be changed with pH. In the present study，I
did not change pH of the AXS; all the ABA application experiments were conducted
using the AXS of pH 5.8. When I switched AXS pH from 5.8 to 7.0, the tobacco leaves
wilted (data not shown). I can see some differences in the conductance data between
the drought experiments and those using 1 µM ABA though [ABA]L were in the same
range (Fig. 5). Effects of pH on gm and gs should be studied.
In N. plumbaginifolia leaves that were fed with ABA, gs was more significantly
limiting photosynthesis than gm (Fig. 5). Most notably, this is the first study to our
knowledge to simultaneously investigate the effects of ABA on gs and gm using the ABA
deficient mutants. This kind of approach may clarify the evolutionary scenario of
acquisition of ABA responsiveness of gs and gm. For example, in some ferns, stomatal
closure in response to water stress is not due to ABA (McAdam & Brodribb, 2012).
Whether gm in ferns responds to ABA remains unknown.
The decreases in both gs and gm under drought conditions shown would be free
from the artifact due to (photo)respiration, which was pointed out by Tholen et al. (2012)
because all the measurements were conducted at 1% O2. The simultaneous decreases
of gs and gm might be partly due to the secondary effect of changes in leaf hydraulics.
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This possibility, the relationship between gm and the leaf hydraulics, has been claimed
by Ferrio et al. (2012). In the present study, ΨL was decreased in WT after the drought
treatment (Fig. 8). The decrease in ΨL might have been associated with deactivation of
aquaporins in bundle-sheath cells because Shatil-Cohen et al. (2011) reported that
application of ABA caused the deactivation of aquaporins and then decrease in ΨL.
Activities of the plasma membrane intrinsic proteins (PIPs) are regulated by various
ways; phosphorylation, protonation and internalization (localization change) (Boursiac
et al., 2008, Tornroth-Horsefield et al., 2006, Tournaire-Roux et al., 2003a). In the
present study, especially in the ABA feeding experiments, the activities of PIPs might be
regulated by these mechanisms because the decrease in gm occurred within a short
time of less than 30 mins. Prak et al. (2008) showed a possibility that the AtPIP
phosphorylation state is crucial for the subcellular localization of the PIPs in Arabidopsis
thaliana. In addition to this, a decrease in the apoplastic water potential of maize
seedlings resulted in the decrease in phosphorylation state of ZmPIP (Van Wilder et al.,
2008). These studies on the PIP activation state under abiotic stresses have been
conducted with the roots. Therefore, I have to conduct similar studies with leaves
focusing on the mesophyll cells. The decrease in ΨL could induce shrinkage of
mesophyll cells as reported in Canny et al. (2012). This could be one candidate
responsible for the short-term response of gm because the shrinkage of mesophyll cells
would induce decrease in Sc.
The duration of the ABA- and/or drought treatments, the dose of ABA, and/or plant
species might bring about different results. For example, the long-term drought
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treatments decreased gm in tobacco whereas the long term ABA feeding treatment did
not change gm but decreased gs in Helianthus annuus (Miyazawa et al., 2008, Vrabl et
al., 2009). This difference in the responses might be dependent on growth strategies of
the plants. In the case of Vrabl et al. (2009), it might be possible that the leaf ABA level
was not enough to decrease gm but enough to decrease gs. Our results showed that gs
was more sensitive to [ABA]L than gm. These differences in the ABA sensitivity could
explain the different behaviors of gs and gm in responses to vapor pressure difference
(VPD). Warren (2008) pointed out that both gs and gm decreased following the decrease
in the soil water content, but only gs decreased in response to the increase in VPD. The
response of gs to VPD has been considered as an ABA independent response
(Assmann et al., 2000). However, very recently, Bauer et al. (2013) suggested that the
response of the guard cells to low relative humidity occurred in an ABA dependent
manner. The [ABA]L must be very low when gs responds to the increase in VPD,
because this response is too rapid for appreciable ABA production. These results
indicate that the slight increase in the leaf ABA level is enough to decrease gs but not to
decrease gm. In addition, the ABA level around stomata might get higher because ABA
in the mesophyll cells (in the apoplast) moves to stomata by mass flow and becomes
concentrated at the evaporation sites around the stomata.
As shown in Fig. 7, gs and gm responded to changes in CO2 in both WT and aba1.
The responses of gs to CO2 have been reported and reviewed (Ainsworth & Long, 2005,
Ainsworth & Rogers, 2007, Bunce, 1998). Our results suggested ABA is not necessarily
important for response of gs to CO2, although aba1 showed higher gs than WT
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throughout all the CO2 range. On the other hand, the responses of gm to CO2 are
controversial. Flexas et al. (2007a) evaluated six different C3 species and showed
responses of gm to CO2. Tazoe et al. (2009) also examined CO2 responses of gm in
wheat. In wheat, however, gm did not vary much with CO2. In the present study, gm
varied with CO2 in a few minutes as already reported in Tazoe et al. (2011) for Tobacco,
A. thaliana and wheat and the CO2 response was faster than the ABA response. The
response of gm to CO2 in aba1 suggested that ABA should be unnecessary for the
decrease in gm, although further conclusive investigations are still needed. The fast
changes in gm with CO2 might be due to the involvement of carbonic anhydrase (CA).
CA catalyzes the interconversion of CO2 + H2O ⇔ HCO3– + H+ quickly. In A. thaliana,
14 CAs (five αCAs and eight ßCAs) have been characterized and ßCA4 was localized
near the plasma membrane (Fabre et al., 2007). CO2 that enters the cytosol of
mesophyll cells is associated with H2O and rapidly converted to HCO3-+ H+ by ßCA4 or
other CAs. The local concentration of H+ on the plasma membrane of the cytosolic side
is thus increased and thereby the local pH decreases. According to Tournaire-Roux et
al. (2003), the decrease in cytosolic pH by 1.0 caused inhibition of root water transport
activity. The local pH decline near the plasma membrane in the mesophyll cells might
induce deactivation of PIPs.
Another interesting point was that the decrease in gm in aba1 was less than that in
WT at low CO2 levels. To explain the differences in the gm responses between WT and
aba1, I have to consider acclimation because in these plants gs and ΨL were different.
The higher gs in aba1 resulted in the higher Ci by about 20 µmol mol-1 at Ca of 390 µmol
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mol–1. This difference in Ci might not influence the expression levels of CAs especially
ßCAs because there was no difference in mRNA expression levels of ßCAs irrespective
of the growth Ca levels at 150 µmol mol–1 and 1000 µmol mol–1 (Fabre et al., 2007). On
the other hand, ΨL in aba1 was low even at 100% SWC (Fig. 10). The low ΨL would be
an ABA-independent water stress signal that induces some acclimation, which might
play a role in decreasing gm at low Ci levels in aba1. I need further analyses of the
relationships between ΨL and the gm response to CO2. In this study, I measured
responses of gm to ABA and CO2. I plotted these data together in Fig. 7. There were the
different trends of A in responses to Ci because responses of gs and gm were different
between ABA and low CO2 treatments, though both treatments induced low Ci. These
different responses strongly indicate that the regulation mechanisms of gm in response
to ABA and CO2 are different. The differences in the A-Ci relationships are also
important. The decrease in A at a given Ci in the ABA treated leaves would be mostly
explained by the decrease in gm, although a small part of the decrease could be
attributed to the overestimation of Ci due to the neglection of cuticular conductance. The
conclusion of the studies that examined the stomatal patchiness problems (Downton et
al. 1988, Terashima et al. 1988, Terashima et al. 1992) was that the depression in A at
a given Ci in the ABA treated leaves or in water-stressed leaves was attributed to
overestimation of Ci due to patchy stomatal closure over the leaf area. However, this
view would be too simplistic, because ABA certainly decreases gm at least in the present
material.
Both of the drought experiment and ABA feeding experiments in the present study
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clearly showed the negative relationship between [ABA]L and gm. In addition, possible
involvement of leaf hydraulics on gm regulation is suggested in both the ABA response
and CO2 response. To figure out the mechanisms of ABA responses of gm, future works
should focus on the effects of aquaporin activity on leaf hydraulics and gm because the
leaf is an important point of intersection of CO2 and H2O fluxes.
Appendix: Estimation of Ci considering the cuticular conductance
In this appendix I express the leaf conductance (stomatal + cuticular conductance)
for H2O as glw. The relative contribution of the cuticular conductance to glw increase with
decreasing glw and the overestimation of Ci would occur because the cuticular
conductance for H2O is far much greater than that for CO2. I estimated Ci considering
cuticular conductance at low gs:
Ci =

(gsc − Es 2)Cas − A
gsc + Es 2

  

where Cas is the CO2 concentration at the leaf surface, A is the photosynthesis rate, gsc
and Es are the true stomatal conductance for CO2 and true stomatal transpiration rate
considering the cuticular transpiration (Boyer et al. 1997). gsc and Es are expressed as:
gsc =(glw − gcut )/1.6
Es =El − gcut Wl − Wa
where glw is the total leaf stomatal conductance for H2O, El is the total transpirastion rate,
gcut is the cuticular conductance for H2O, and Wl and Wa are the mole fraction of water
vapor within the leaf and that in the chamber air. I assumed gcut of 1,5 or 10 mmol H2O
mol m-2 s-1 and calculated Ci and gm for the WT leaves fed with 10 µM ABA.
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Fig.1 Changes in SWC after stopping irrigation in WT (open circles) and aba1 (closed
circles). Data are mean ± S.D, n = 4.
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Fig. 2 Photosynthesis rate (A), stomatal conductance (gs) and mesophyll conductance
(gm) at the SWC of 100% (solid bars) and 40±4% (blank bars) in WT (left column) and
aba1 (right column). Data are mean ± S.D. Astaliscs indicate differences between
means for SWC of 100% and 40±4% (Student's t-test, *: P<0.05, **: P<0.01, n=5-6).
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Fig. 3 Leaf ABA content at the SWC of 100% (solid bars) and 40±4% (blank bars) in WT
and aba1. Data are mean ± S.D. Means between SWC of 100% and 40±4% were
compaired by Student's t-test (**: P<0.01, n=5-6)
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Fig. 4 Changes in A, gs and gm in responses to exgenously applied ABA in the artificial
xylem sap. For the control, a 0.1% DMSO solution was used. Results are means ± S.D.
of 3 replicates, except for the control (9 replicates). Different letters indicate significant
difference between treatments at P<0.05 with aTukey HSD test.
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Fig. 5 The relationships between gs (gray symbols), gm (black symbols) and the leaf
ABA content in WT and aba1 (solid line in WT: R2 = 0.90, dotted line in WT: R2 = 0.79,
solid line in aba1: R2 = 0.78, dotted line in aba1: R2 = 0.57). The data include those
measured under SWC of 100% (well-watered) and 40±4%(drought), and those
measured in the leaves fed with DMSO, 1 µM ABA or 10 µM ABA.
The slopes of the regression lines for gs and gm were statistically different in both WT
and aba1 (ANCOVA, P<0.01).
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with DMSO (open circles), 1 µM ABA (x-marks) or 10 µM ABA (triangles).
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Fig. 7 CO2 responses of A, gs and gm in WT (filled circles) and aba1 (open circles).
Measurements were conducted at Ca of 100, 200, 390, 600, 800 and 1000 µmol mol-1 at
1 % O2. The data points are means ± S.D., n = 3. Astelisks indicate differences between
means of gm in WT and aba1 at Ca of 100 and 200 µmol mol-1 (Student's t-test, **:
P<0.01).
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Fig. 8 Leaf water potential of the leaves at the SWC of 100% (solid bars) and 40 ± 4%
(blank bars) in WT and aba1.
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Supplementary data. 1 Leaves were progressively fed with 0, 1, 10 and 100 µM ABA
solutions over about five hours. For each leaf sample, five measuring areas (each 0.02
cm2) were randomly chosen over the leaf area of 6 cm2 and ΦPSⅡ values at these points
are compared.

Different symbols denote the measuring areas.
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Supplementary data. 2	
  ΦPSⅡ were measured with three WT leaves under drought
conditions at SWC of about 40 ± 4%. Different symbols denote the measuring points
chosen randomly.
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CHAPTER 3

Responses of CO2 diffusion conductances to short-term and long-term elevated CO2
in Arabidopsis thaliana
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Introduction
Rubisco fixes CO2 in the chloroplast storoma. Therefore, the CO2 concentration in
the chloroplast storoma (Cc) is crucial for determining the rate of photosynthesis.
Inversely, Cc is determined by the photosynthetic capacity and two CO2 diffusion
conductances, i.e. stomatal conductance (gs) and mesophyll conductance (gm). These
conductances vary in response to environmental changes, and many studies have
reported that these conductances were co-regulated (Flexas et al., 2008). Of the
responses of these conductances to elevated CO2, the decrease in gs has been well
analyzed and the underlying mechanisms have been elucidated (Negi et al., 2008, Xue
et al., 2011). However, only a few reports have been published for CO2 responses of gm.
It is also important to study the responses of gm to CO2, in addition to gs, because gm
limits photosynthesis to a similar extent as gs.
gs and gm similarly decreased with the increase in the atmospheric CO2 in
Arabidopsis thaliana (Flexas et al., 2007a). Rapid decreases in gs and gm with the
increase in CO2 were also reported for tobacco (Flexas et al., 2007a, Tazoe et al., 2011).
On the other hand, in wheat, gm hardly decreased in response to increase in CO2, while
gs decreased (Tazoe et al., 2009). These contrasting responses to CO2 might be due to
differences in species or the methodological and/or theoretical errors.
In most of studies dealing with conductances, the model of Farquhar (Farquhar et
al., 1980), which does not take the re-fixation of the (photo)respired CO2 by Rubisco into
account, has been extensively used. Tholen et al. (2012), and Gu and Sun (2014)
pointed out that the diffusion pathways of respired and photorespired CO2 have to be
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taken into account, because considerable CO2 thus produced diffuses from
mitochondria through the cytosol and chloroplast envelope to stroma and is re-fixed by
Rubisco. In high CO2, the increase in Ci and suppression of photorespiration should
affect the proportion of the CO2 that diffuses from the intercellular space to Rubisco, to
that diffused from mitochondria. There are few studies estimating gm with the improved
method that takes account of CO2 re-fixation. Moreover, these were theoretical,
modeling studies. Therefore, analyses using the actually measured data are needed for
a proper assessment of the effects of high CO2 on gm.
Short-term elevated CO2 treatments commonly decrease gs and gm, except for
wheat. The decrease in gs is argued to be adaptive because it suppresses water loss.
However, the meaning of the decrease in gm is obscure. It is possible that the lowered
gm would be a transient, recoverable phenomenon. It is also possible that the lowered gs
might affect gm, though the underlying mechanisms are not clear. To test these
hypotheses, I grew Arabidopsis thaliana (Col-0), open stomata 1 (ost1) and slow-type
anion channel 1-2 (slac1-2) at 390 ppm and 780 ppm CO2 for more than 5 weeks and
measured gm at these two Ca levels. gs in ost1 and slac1-2 have been characterized and
their gs are insensitive to the increase in CO2 (Mustilli, 2002, Negi et al., 2008). OST1 is
a kinase and activates SLAC1 channels via phosphorylation. SLAC1 is an anion
channel that has permeabilities to Cl– and NO3–. High CO2 increases HCO3–
concentration in guard cells, and SLAC1 is activated by OST1 (Xue et al., 2011).
Therefore, they would be suitable materials for understanding the response of gm to CO2
without the effects of gs. As long-term growth in elevated CO2 is known to affect leaf
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strucure, I investigated leaf structural traits and discussed possible effects of these traits
on gm.

Materials and methods
Plant materials and growth condition
The wild type of Arabidopsis thaliana (Col-0), ost1 (a T-DNA insertion line of
OPEN STOMATA 1, OST1: SALK_008068) and slac1-2 (a point mutation of SLOW
ANION CHANNNEL-ASSOCIATED1, SLAC1: point mutation at nucleotide 656)
were grown in 200 mL plastic pots (TERAOKA, Osaka, Japan), each containing 1 kg of
river sand (SOSEKI, Tochigi, Japan). These plants in the pots placed on trays were
grown in a growth chamber with an 8 h photoperiod, at day/night temperatures of
23/21℃ and at relative humidity of 60%. Light was provided by fluorescent lamps at a
photosynthetically active photon flux density (PFD) of 200 µmol photons m–2 s–1 at the
leaf level. Plants were irrigated with deionized water from the tray for the first two weeks
and irrigated two to three times a week to the field capacity with the Hogland solution
containing 0.67 mM KNO3, 0.67 mM Ca(NO3)2, 0.13 mM KCl, 0.13 mM CaCl2, 0.3 mM
MgSO4, 0.27 mM NaH2PO4, 0.01 mM EDTAFe, 2 µM MnSO4, 0.2 µM ZnSO4, 0.2 µM
CuSO4, 0.01 mM H3BO3, 0.01 µM Na2MoO4, 0.02 mM NaCl and 0.04 µM CoSO4. The
total NO3– concentration was 2 mM. In high N experiments, the total NO3– concentration
was 4 mM. In long-term elevated CO2 experiments, the plants were grown in the growth
chambers, CO2 concentrations in which were controlled at 390 ppm and 780 ppm,
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respectively. Here, I express the plants grown at 390 ppm chamber as 390-plants,
390-Col-0 etc. and at 780 ppm chamber as 780-plants, 780-Col-0 etc.

Gas exchange and isotopic measurements
Gas exchange measurements were performed with a laboratory-made chamber
(50×55×20 mm) for A. thaliana as described in Tholen et al. (2008). To conduct
measurements at 1 or 21 % O2 conditions, the gas used in this study was made with
mass flow controllers (MM-3102L-NN; LINTEC, Tokyo, Japan) with gases from N2, O2
and 1 % CO2 cylinders. O2 concentration of the gas was checked with an oxygen sensor
(3080-O2; Walz, Effeltrich, Germany). Light was provided by a metal halide lamp
(PCS-UMX250; NPI, Tokyo, Japan). The PFD at the leaf level was adjusted at 600 µmol
photons m-2 s-1 and monitored with a GaAs photodiode (G1738; Hamamatsu Photonics,
Hamamatsu, Japan) placed in the chamber during the measurements. The GaAs
sensor was calibrated against a quantum sensor (LI-190SA and LI-1000, LI-COR,
Lincoln, NE, USA). The leaf temperature and vapor pressure deficit (VPD) were kept at
22 ℃ and 0.65 ± 0.1 kPa. Isotope measurements of air entering and leaving the
chamber were made as described in CHAPTER 2.
Short-term responses of gm to the elevated CO2 were examined as follows. At first
the chamber CO2 concentration was kept at 390 ppm and when the leaf photosynthesis
attained its steady-state, the gas exchange and isotope measurements were made.
After the measurements at 390 ppm, CO2 concentration in the chamber was switched to
780 ppm and the measurements were made every 30 min up to 2 h.
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For 390-plants, the measurements were started at 390 ppm and then the CO2
concentration was switched to 780 ppm. For 780-plants, the measurements were
started at 780 ppm and then the CO2 concentration was switched to 390 ppm.
CO2 response curves were made after these measurements. The CO2
concentration in the chamber was changed as follows in a stepwise manner from 200,
100, 50, 390, 600, 780 to 1000 ppm for both 390- and 780- plants. The dark respiration
rate was measured after these measurements at 390 ppm and 780 ppm. These
measurements described above were conducted at 1% O2. All these measurements
using the 390- and 780-plants were repeated at the O2 concentration of 21%.

Calculation of mesophyll conductance and sensitivity analyses of gm to b, Rd and
Γ*
Calculation of the mesophyll conductance was conducted in almost the same way
as described in CHAPTER 2, but some of the parameters were different. Mesophyll
conductance was calculated as

b – ai –

gm =

eRd
A
A + Rd Ca
*

ab + as – ab

eRd Ci – Γ
Cas
C
+ b – as i –
Ca
Ca
Ca A + Rd

–

fΓ*
–Δ
Ca

where Ca is the ambient CO2 concentration, Cas is the CO2 at the leaf surface, Ci is the
intercellular CO2, Cc is the CO2 at the chloroplast stroma, ab and as are the carbon
isotope discriminations caused by diffusion through boundary layer (2.9‰) and stomata
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(4.4‰), respectively, ai is the carbon isotope discrimination during CO2
diffusion/hydration through water (1.8‰), and b is the carbon isotope discrimination
caused by the carboxylation reaction by Rubisco and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase
(30‰). e was calculated as follows as described in CHAPTER 2

13

13

e=δ Cgas cylinder – δ Catmosphere .

13

In the experiments described in this chapter, δ Cgas cylinder was – 34.36‰ and the
carbon isotope composition in the 390 ppm and 780 ppm growth chambers,
13

δ Catmosphere , were assumed to – 9.94‰ and –16.88‰, respectively, the average
values of five replicates. Therefore, e was set to – 24.42‰ and –17.48‰. The day
respiration rate (Rd ) is assumed to be the same as the dark respiration rate (Rdark ). The
*

symbols f (11.6‰) and Γ are the carbon isotope discrimination during photorespiration
and a CO2 compensation point without the day respiration, respectively (Lanigan et al.,
*

2008). Γ was measured using the Laisk method with 390- and 780-Col-0, respectively
(Laisk, 1977).
To calculate gm with the method used in Gu and Sun (2014), I used the simplified
equation as follows:

𝑔! =

1 + 𝑡 𝐴(𝑏 − 𝑎! −
𝑎! 𝐶! + 𝑎! − 𝑎! 𝐶!" + 1 + 𝑡

𝛽!
𝑅!
𝑒
)
𝛽! 𝐴 + 𝑅!

𝛽!
𝑅!
𝛽
𝑒
− ! 𝑓 Γ∗ + 1 + 𝑡
𝛽! 𝐴 + 𝑅! 𝛽!
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𝑏 − 𝑎! −

𝛽!
𝑅!
𝑒
𝐶 − (1 − 𝑡)𝐶! Δ!"
𝛽! 𝐴 + 𝑅! !

𝛽! and 𝛽! denote 1+b and 1+e, respectively. t is the ternary effect factor and equals to
!!! !
!!!

, where 𝑔! is the total conductance to CO2 including boundary layer and stomata.

𝑎 is the weighted fractionation as follows:

𝑎=

!! !! !!!" !!! (!!" !!! )
!! !!!

.

Consideration of ternary effect for the plant isotopic model was first proposed by
Farquhar and Cernusak (2012), and this effect is due to the influence of the
transpiration mass flow to CO2 discrimination across the leaf boundary layer and
stomata.
Sensitivity analyses were conducted with the data obtained for the CO2 response
curves with Col-0. The gm to Ci response curves were analyzed with changing Rubisco
fractionation factor b from 27 to 32‰, Rd from –0.5 to –1.5 µmol CO2 m–2 s–1 and Γ* from
5 to 15 µmol CO2 mol air–1 for 1% O2 measurements and 35 to 45 µmol CO2 mol air–1 for
21% O2 measurements.

δ13C and Δ of leaf dry matter
Fully expanded leaves were collected and dried at 80℃ for more than two days.
Dried leaf samples were crushed using beads and Multi-Beads Shocker (MB501U;
YASUI KIKAI, Osaka, Japan). Leaf samples,1.5 mg each, were used for isotope
analysis. Carbon Isotope analysis was conducted with a stable isotope spectrometer
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(Isoprime; Isoprime Ltd, Manchester, UK) combined with an elemental analyzer (Vario
Micro; Elementar, Hanau, Germany). Carbon isotope ratio was expressed as δ13C
calculated as

𝛿 !"𝐶 =

where 𝑅!"#$%& and

𝑅!"#$%&
−1
𝑅!"#$%#&%

𝑅!"#$%#&% are the carbon isotope ratios of the leaf dry sample and

the standard, PeeDee belemnite, respectively.
Δ was calculated as

Δ=

𝛿! − 𝛿!
1 + 𝛿!

where 𝛿! was the carbon isotope ratio of the air in the growth chamber and 𝛿! was
the carbon isotope ratio of the leaf dry sample.

Sc and structural traits
Leaf segments were cut off with a razor blade and immediately immersed in the
80 mM Sørensen’s phosphate buffer (pH7.2) containing 3% formaldehyde and 4%
glutaraldehyde and vacuum-infiltrated. The segments were washed with the phosphate
buffer and then dehydrated with ethanol series. The segments were embedded in
Technovit 7100 (Heraeus Kulzer, Hanau, Germany). Transverse and paradermal
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sections at 1 µm thick were cut on a ultramicrotome (Reichert Ultracut S, Leica, Vienna,
Austria) and stained with 1% toluidine blue-O and photographed with a digital camera
(DP71; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) under a light microscope (BX50; Olympus) at
magnification of 200-fold. The images were analyzed with Image-J, Ver 10.2.
The surface area of mesophyll cell walls exposed to intercellular air space (𝑆!"# )
and surface area of chloroplasts facing the intercellular air space (𝑆! ) were calculated
as

𝑆!"# =
𝑆! =

!!
!

!!"#
!

𝐹

𝐹

where 𝐿!"# is perimeter length of mesophyll cells exposed to intercellular air space
obtained from transverse sections, 𝐿! is length of chloroplasts facing the intercellular
air space obtained from transverse sections, 𝑤 is the width of the image used for
measurements with transverse sections, 𝐹 is the curvature correction factor suggested
in Thain (1983). To determine 𝐹, I measured the width of palisade cells and spongy
cells using the paradermal sections, and heights of palisade tissue cells and spongy
tissue using the transverse sections.
A commercially available adhesive (Cemedine; Cemedine, Tokyo, Japan) was
applied to the abaxial surfaces of fully expanded leaves. When the adhesive was
completely dried, it was peeled and 5 images were photographed for one leaf under the
light microscope at 200-fold magnification.
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Results
Short-term responses to elevated CO2
In the short-term elevated CO2 experiment, photosynthesis rate did not change
while gs and gm were decreased in Col-0. Cc in Col-0, ost1 and slac1-2 was changed
from 213.9 to 500.0, 229.6 to 555.3 and 215.5 to 556.6 µmol CO2 mol air–1, respectively,
when CO2 concentration around the leaf was switched from 390 ppm to 780 ppm (Fig.
1). Because these measurements were conducted at 1% O2 concentration and in
relatively high light (600 µmol photon m–2 s–1), Cc would be high enough to maximize A
even at 390 ppm. Judging from the A-Ci relationships shown in Fig. 3, this would be the
case. Apparently gs in ost1 and slac1-2 did not respond to the elevated CO2 (Fig. 1) as
the previous studies had already reported (Negi et al., 2008, Tazoe et al., 2011, Xue et
al., 2011). gm in ost1 and slac1-2 decreased in the elevated CO2 in the same manner as
that in Col-0. gs and gm decreased in 30 min after the switching of CO2 concentration
(Fig. 1).

Responses of photosynthetic characteristics to long-term elevated CO2
In the long-term elevated CO2 experiments with low N plants, the plants grown at
390 ppm CO2 (390-plants) showed somewhat higher photosynthesis rates than
780-plants when the rate of photosynthesis was measured at the PFD of 600 µmol
photons m-2 s-1and 390 ppm CO2 although the differences were not statistically
significant (Fig. 2). After the long-term growth at 390 or 780 ppm CO2 at 2 mM N, the
photosynthesis rates measured at the PFD at 600 µmol m–2 s–1 at 390 ppm CO2 in the
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plants grown at 390 ppm (390-plants) were comparable to those in 780-plants (Fig. 2).
The photosynthetic rates at 780 ppm were also comparable (Figs. 2, 3).
As shown in Fig. 2, gs was higher in ost1 and slac1-2 than in Col-0 regardless of
the growth and measurement conditions. gs in slac1-2 hardly changed in all the
measurements and growth conditions, while gs in 390-ost1 was higher than 780-ost1
when the measurements were made at 780 ppm. gs in ost1 was insensitive to the
elevated CO2 but their abilities to respond to light and low CO2 were kept normal.
Because it was very dark when I picked up the sample in the growth chamber, therefore,
gs in ost1 would be low. The photosynthetic characteristics of the 780-ost1 were
measured at 780 ppm at first. Thus, the conditions would not induce opening of stomata.
On the other hand, the measurement with 390-ost1 was started at CO2 concentration of
390 ppm, therefore, it would induce opening of their stomata.
gm in all genotypes were lower when measured at 780 ppm than at 390 ppm
regardless of the growth conditions. These results implied that, in the plants grown at
780 ppm, gm levels were kept low during the long-term growth.

CO2 response curves
When A-Ci curves were obtained at 1% O2, initial slopes of 780-plants were lower
than 390-plants in all genotypes (Fig. 3). However, there were no differences in initial
slopes between 390- and 780-plants when A-Ci curves were obtained at 21% O2 (Fig. 4).
In the high Ci region, A slightly decreased with the increase in Ci at 1% O2 probably
because limitation in the triose phosphate utilization (Sharkey et al., 2007).
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gs decreased with the increase in Ci in Col-0 at both 1% and 21%. However, as
Fig. 1 also demonstrated, gs kept at high levels irrespective of increasing in Ci in both
ost1 and slac1-2 at both 1% and 21% O2. As already mentioned above, there were
some low values of gs in ost1 because these plants retained ability to decrease gs in
response to low light, and that situation might occur when I moved plants from the
growth chamber to the measurement system. In addition, 780-plants were at first
subject to the measurements at 780 ppm, the condition which did not induce quick
increases in gs.
gm decreased with the increase in Ci and there were not significant differences in
the response between 390- and 780-plants at both 1% and 21%. However, the
responses of gm to Ci were somewhat smaller at 21% O2 compared with 1% O2 (Figs. 3,
4).

Sensitivity analyses of gm to b, Γ* and Rd
Because Γ* is one of the important parameters determining gm, Γ* (Ci*) was
measured with Laisk method. Γ* (Ci*) responded to O2 concentration as reported in
Laing et al. (1974), and Γ* (Ci*) differed by about 7 µmol CO2 mol air-1 between two CO2
growth conditions at 20% O2 (Fig. 5). Y-intercepts also differed. As pointed out by
previous studies, Γ* measured with Laisk method is not the true Γ*, and often expressed
as Ci* because gm was ignored in the Laisk method (Gu & Sun, 2014). Therefore,
sensitivity analyses were needed for accurate investigation of gm responses to Ci. Other
important parameters were b and Rd because b is the significant fractionation factor that
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might have a large effect on calculation of gm as suggested by Tazoe et al. (2011), and
Gu and Sun (2014), and Rd were often measured with Laisk method, though Rd was
considered as the same value as dark respiration rate in this study. I used Col-0 data for
the sensitivity analyses. Rubisco fractionation factor b had the largest effect on gm
calculation (Fig. 6). Original value of b used in this study was 30‰. Because 27 to 32‰
were used for other studies, I calculated with these b values. The sensitivity of gm
measured at 21% O2 to the fractionation factor b was lager than gm measured at 1% O2.
For sensitivity analyses of Rd, variation of Rd had a smaller effect on calculation of gm
than b. However, again, the data measured at 21% O2 were more sensitive to variation
of Rd. Γ* exerted the smallest effect on calculation of gm.
According to Gu and Sun (2014), calculation of gm should be improved by
including estimation of the re-fixation of CO2 from mitochondria. Therefore, I used their
equations to estimate gm and conducted sensitivity analyses. In the data analyses with
their method, responses of gm to Ci were less at 21% O2 than at 1% O2, but gm was still
sensitive to Ci (Fig. 7). The fractionation factor b had the largest effect on calculation of
gm, however, the effects were smaller than the analyses with the conventional equations
for calculating gm.

Photosynthetic characteristics with high N grown plants
Evans et al. (1994) demonstrated that Rubisco content related to gm (CO2 transfer
conductance). Therefore, I grew plants at the doubled NO3– of 4 mM, and measured
photosynthetic characteristics.
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780-plants showed greater A than 390-plants at measuring CO2 of 780 ppm in all
genotypes (Fig. 2). Unfortunately, the data of slac1-2 were obtained with another batch
of plants that were one week older than the others, because of a machine trouble.
Almost the same results as the experiment with the lower N plants were obtained
for gs. 780-plants grown with higher N had larger gm than those grown at lower N at the
both measurement CO2 conditions. In addition, in case of higher N experiments,
780-Col-0 and 780-ost1 had slightly larger gm than 390-Col-0 and ost1 plants measured
at 780 ppm CO2.

Structural traits, leaf δ13C and composition of leaves
Leaf thickness was not affected by growth CO2 level irrespective of the N nutrition
level. On the other hand, the NO3– level affected leaf thickness and the leaves of 4 mM
plants were thicker than those of 2 mM plants N (Table. 1). Sm and Sc were unchanged
under all growth conditions. 780-Col-0 had greater LMA than 390-Col-0, and 4 mM N
leaves showed greater LMA.
In 390-plants irrespective of the growth N conditions, ost1 and slac1-2 had slightly
smaller δ13C than Col-0 probably because they had greater gs than Col-0 (Fig. 8). The
differences became larger in 780-plants. This was probably due to the fact that Col-0
closed their stomata in response to high CO2 while stomata in ost1 and slac1-2 were
insensitive to high CO2, as shown in short term responses of gs. These data supported
that stomata in ost1 and slac1-2 were kept insensitive to high CO2 during their growth
period.
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The N content of leaf dry matter depended on growth CO2 concentration and NO3–
concentration. Higher CO2 growth condition and lower NO3– concentration decreased N
(Fig. 9). Cultivation at 780 ppm slightly increased C in high N plants but not in low N
plants. Therefore, changes in C/N ratio in the leaf largely depended on changes in N of
the leaf.
Stomatal densities of ost1 (390 ppm) and slac1-2 (390 ppm) were slightly higher
than Col-0 (Fig. 10). Higher CO2 growth condition decreased the stomatal density only
in ost1.

Discussion
It has been reported that gs and gm decrease simultaneously at elevated CO2
condition (Flexas et al., 2012, Flexas et al., 2007a, Tazoe et al., 2011, Vrabl et al.,
2009). The responses of gs to changing in CO2 concentration around leaves have been
well analyzed and the mechanisms have been elucidated (Negi et al., 2008, Xue et al.,
2011). In contrast, the responses of gm to elevated CO2 were poorly understood. Or,
even the fundamental question, whether or not gm changes with CO2 concentration, is
still controversial, because the responses differ markedly depending on the plant
species and methods to estimate gm (Flexas et al., 2008, Gu & Sun, 2014, Tazoe et al.,
2009). Therefore, I carefully consider the method to estimate gm and parameters for the
calculation of gm. Further, elevated CO2 is known to induce stomatal closure in both
short-term and long-term. Therefore, I used two mutants of Arabidopsis thaliana
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stomata of which are insensitive to elevation of CO2, to avoid possible influence of
stomatal closure on gm estimation.
According to the present analyses of photosynthetic characteristics, responses of
gs and gm to the elevated CO2 were independent in both short-term and long-term
experiments (Fig. 1-4). It has been shown that the simultaneous decreases in gs and gm
occur in response to drought condition, salinity and elevated CO2 (Flexas et al., 2008).
However, there have been few studies demonstrating independent responses of gs and
gm to environmental changes. One of such studies is Tazoe et al. (2011), and they first
reported the independent responses of gs and gm to elevated CO2 using ost1 mutant
(Landsberg erecta back ground). There are some differences between their results and
the present results. In Tazoe et al. (2011) the differences were not significant and gm in
ost1 was lower than that of WT while gs was higher than that of WT. In the present study,
the differences were not significant, but gm in ost1 and slac1-2 were slightly lower than
that in Col-0, while ost1 and slac1-2 had higher gs than Col-0 (Fig. 2). The
compensating regulation of gm in response to gs might be mediated by Ci, because
slightly greater gs in ost1 and slac1-2 caused higher Ci. However, in the plants grown at
high N, there was no such tendency as mentioned above (Fig. 2).
In the long-term CO2 experiment, gm in the 780-plants was the same level as gm in
390-plants when measurements were made at 780 ppm (Fig. 2). These results
suggested that the decrease in gm at elevated CO2 was not a transient phenomenon
and the plants could not have so high gm as that in 390-plants. On the other hand,
780-Col-0 and 780-ost1 grown at high N nutrition tended to have larger gm than
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390-Col-0 and 390-ost1 when measurements were made at 780 ppm (Fig. 2). Further,
plants grown at high N had higher gm than that with low N nutrition (Fig. 2). It has been
reported that the N content and Rubisco content in the leaves strongly correlate with gm
(Evans et al., 1994, Warren, 2004). These correlations have been explained as the
changes of structural traits. In high N plants, surface area exposed to intercellular air
space (Sc) would increase and thereby increase gm. However, in this study, there were
no significant differences in Sc among the plants (Table. 1). The discrepancy between
the present study and the previous studies may arise from several reasons. (1) Evans
et al. (1994) have used Rubisco small subunit antisense line in tobacco, and A of this
line was half of that in WT. Differences in A between plants grown with high N and low N
in my study was not marked, only about 5 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 at

maximum, therefore, Sc

might not be different (Fig. 2, Table. 1). (2) Sc was already at maximum level even in the
plants grown with 2 mM N. According to Tholen et al. (2008), who examined effects of
chloroplast movement on Sc and photosynthesis, the increase in Sc resulted in higher A
and gm. In this case, Sc increased and this brought about the increase in A. When the
present Sc and Sc /Sm were compared with their data, both of these values were quite
high. Therefore, there might be no room for increasing Sc.
For the different responses of gm in Col-0 and ost1 to elevated CO2 between the
plants grown at high N and those grown at low N (Fig. 2), the carbohydrate levels might
be a key factor. Elevated CO2 affects carbon metabolisms, and increases non-structural
carbohydrates including glucose, fructose, sucrose and starch (Leakey et al., 2009,
Sims et al., 1998). The leaf mass per unit area (LMA) of plants grown at elevated CO2
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was greater than that at ambient CO2 supported this idea (Table. 1). In addition, N level
also affects this carbon metabolisms, and plants grown with high N have lower
non-structural carbohydrate than that with low N (Sims et al., 1998). Although Rubisco
content was not measured in this study, Rubisco content per unit leaf area (g m-2) could
be estimated from the data of LMA and nitrogen content (%) of leaf dry matter in this
study (Table.1, Fig. 9). N per leaf area of the leaves in 390- and 780-Col-0 grown at low
N, and 390- and 780-Col-0 grown at high N, were 0.37, 0.58, 1.19 and 1.02 g N m-2,
respectively. 30〜40% of these nitrogen would be assumed to be in Rubisco. Therefore,
in this study, Rubisco content probably increased in plants grown at high N to a
considerable extent. On the other hand, 780-plants at low N would have more
non-structural carbohydrate than those grown at high N. If chloroplasts have higher
level of non-structural carbohydrate, chloroplasts might become thicker because of
storage of starch. Araya et al. (2006) and Nafziger and Koller (1976) argued that the gm
decreased with the increase in starch content. The different response of gm to elevated
CO2 between high N and low N grown plants could be attributed to the difference in the
starch content in the chloroplast, however, rapid decrease in gm in response to elevated
CO2 may not be explained by changes in Sc or carbohydrate contents.
There are several possibilities to explain the rapid decrease in gm in response to
elevated CO2. One is the artefact in the gm calculation. Tholen and Zhu (2011)
developed a 3D CO2 diffusion model in the liquid phase to evaluate the influence of
re-fixation of respired and photorespired CO2, because previous CO2 diffusion models
have not evaluated re-fixation of CO2 well. In addition, Tholen et al. (2012) and Gu and
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Sun (2014) developed new methods to estimate gm, which take account of estimation of
CO2 re-fixation. As shown in Fig. 7, when the data of CO2 response curves were
re-calculated with the equation of Gu and Sun (2014), all the data were somewhat less
than the data calculated with the conventional equation in Tazoe et al. (2011). Being
similar to the calculations by Tazoe et al. (2011), gm measured at 21% O2 were less
sensitive to Ci. However, the decreases with Ci were still statistically significant. gm
measured at 1% O2 was responded to Ci markedly even when gm was estimated with
(Gu & Sun, 2014). When Rd was set to -1.5 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 in the sensitivity analyses,
responses of gm to Ci seem to be completely diminished. However, Rd of -1.5 µmol CO2
m-2 s-1 was not a physiologically possible value. Rdark was about -0.8 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 in
this study. Therefore, it is quite unlikely to have larger Rd than Rdark. When sensitivity
analyses were conducted with the data measured at 1% O2, whatever b, Rd and Γ*
values were, gm decreased with the increase in Ci. All these examinations clearly show
that the decrease in gm with the increase in CO2 is not an artifact.
Considering very rapid nature of the changes some mechanism would be
proposed. One possible explanation might be the leakiness of HCO3– through the
chloroplast envelope. According to the simulation in Tholen and Zhu (2011), if the
permeability of HCO3– across the chloroplast envelope is more than 5×10–7 m s–1, the
decrease in gm in response to high Ci can be explained. Because of the difference in pH
and CO2 concentration, the concentration of HCO3– in the chloroplast stroma is higher
than that in the cytosol. When the CO2 concentration is elevated, HCO3– in the
chloroplast stroma leaks to cytosol, and gm would be decreased.
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Other possible biochemical factors include carbonic anhydrase (CA) and
aquaporins. CAs on the plasma membrane, cytosol and chloroplast catalyze the
equilibrium between HCO3- and CO2. As I mentioned above, the concentration of HCO3–
in chloroplast stroma might be a key factor to determine the leak flow, and therefore CA
concentration might be important.
Plasma membrane intrinsic proteins (PIP) or aquaporins might be important. It has
been reported that the amount of some PIPs regulated gm (Flexas et al., 2006b, Hanba
et al., 2004, Uehlein et al., 2012). However, the relationship between PIPs and
decrease in gm in response to CO2 is still ambiguous. One possible explanation for the
rapid decrease in gm is changes in the activation state of PIPs. It was reported that PIP
activity was controlled by phosphorylation and protonation might be possible in roots
(Prak et al., 2008, Tornroth-Horsefield et al., 2006). While it is not likely that the bulk
amount of PIPs changes very quickly, membrane dynamics reported for H+-ATPase in
stomatal guard cells (Hashimoto-Sugimoto et al., 2013) could be possible. Clearly
further studies are needed.
In this chapter I conducted detailed analyses of gm in response to CO2 under
various conditions, and revealed and/or confirmed several features. ⅰ) The decrease in
gm in response to elevated CO2 occurred independent of the changes in gs. Analyses
with mutants showed that gm decreased independently from the behavior of gs. ii) The
extent of the decrease in gm depended on O2 concentration. The greater decrease in gm
was observed at 1% O2 than at 21% O2. ⅲ) Nitrogen nutrition and CO2 levels during the
growth affected responses of gm to elevated CO2. The difference might be due to
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changes in chloroplast starch metabolism. With the decrease in CO2 concentration
and/or nutritional N level, starch tended to accumulate, which would decrease gm
without changes in Sc.
Recently, the decrease in gm with the CO2 level has been challenged as the
artifact in the conventional method. I carefully took account of suggestions byTholen
and Zhu (2011), Tholen et al. (2012) and Gu and Sun (2014) and improved the
equations for estimating gm. Therefore, the present results would be a framework to
re-evaluate gm response to CO2.
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Table. 1 Leaf structural traits
Col-0

Leaf thickness
( m)
Sm

Sc

(m2

(m2

m-2)

m-2)

Sc/Sm (m2 m-2)

LMA (g

m-2)

ost1

slac1-2

390 ppm

780 ppm

390 ppm

780 ppm

390 ppm

780 ppm

2 mM NO3–

209 ± 12

220 ± 11

224 ± 15

215 ± 6

213 ± 12

223 ± 6

4 mM NO3–

250 ± 7

277 ± 34

238 ± 15

244 ± 15

250 ± 11

NO3–

9.4 ± 0.3

9.4 ± 0.7

9.4 ± 0.4

9.0 ± 0.3

9.2 ± 0.3

9.6 ± 0.2

4 mM NO3–

9.0 ± 0.3

8.9 ± 0.3

9.4 ± 1.1

8.1 ± 1.0

9.2 ± 0.1

9.6 ± 0.2

2 mM

NO3–

7.9 ± 0.4

7.8 ± 0.7

7.6 ± 0.5

7.2 ± 0.4

7.5 ± 0.3

8.0 ± 0.2

4 mM

NO3–

2 mM

*

254 ± 4

*

7.5 ± 0.3

7.7 ± 0.1

8.3 ± 1.0

7.4 ± 0.8

8.2 ± 0.3

6.9 ± 0.5

2 mM NO3–

0.84 ± 0.02

0.83 ± 0.04

0.80 ± 0.04

0.81 ± 0.04

0.82 ± 0.06

0.83 ± 0.01

4 mM NO3–

0.83 ± 0.04

0.86 ± 0.02

0.89 ± 0.01

0.91 ± 0.04

0.90 ± 0.04

0.72 ± 0.06

NO3–

13 ± 1 (c)

23 ± 1 (b)

-

-

-

-

4 mM NO3–

23 ± 3 (b)

33 ± 3 (a)

-

-

-

-

2 mM

Sm is surface area of mesophyll cells exposed to intercellular air space, Sc is surface
area of chloroplast exposed to intercellular air space, and LMA is leaf dry mass per unit
leaf area. Gray color represents the data obtained from high nitrogen experiments. Data
are mean ± S.E. (n=3-6). Asterisks indicate significant differences (Student's t-test, *: P
< 0.05). Letters indicated significant differences in LMA (Tukey-HSD, P < 0.05).
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CHAPTER 4

Responses of mesophyll conductance to elevated CO2 and ABA application	
  	
  	
  	
  	
 
in some mutants of Arabidopsis thaliana
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Introduction
Photosynthetic rate (A) was determined by the photosynthetic capacity and the
CO2 diffusion conductances, i.e., stomatal conductance (gs) and mesophyll
conductance (gm). gs responds to various environmental changes such as, drought, light
and CO2 concentration, as well as to application or plant hormones (Assmann et al.,
2000, Mott, 2009, Negi et al., 2008, Xue et al., 2011). Under drought conditions, it is
reasonable to close stomata to maintain water in the leaves, although it inevitably
decreases A, at least in high light, because CO2 concentration in the chloroplast
storoma (Cc) is decreased.
In the case of gm, however, it has no merit to decrease in gm in response to
environmental changes. However, previous studies have shown that gm and gs
simultaneously decreased in response to drought and high CO2 (Flexas et al., 2002,
Flexas et al., 2008, Perez-Martin et al., 2014, Tazoe et al., 2011). Therefore, the
decrease in gm was argued to be the secondary effect of the regulation of leaf water
relations.
Stomata play an important role in regulation of H2O and CO2 fluxes. Therefore, I
used Arabidopsis thaliana mutants, slac1-2 and ost1 already used in the experiment
described in CHAPTER 2. Their stomata are deficient in responses to high CO2 and
ABA. In this chapter, I investigated changes in gm in response to ABA with these
mutants.
CO2 diffuses from the air phase to Rubisco active site via the liquid phase, the
latter includes cell wall, plasma membrane, cytosol, chloroplast envelope and stroma.
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Recently, many studies have reported that plasma membrane intrinsic protein (PIP),
aquaporins, would facilitate CO2 permeability across the plasma membrane and the
chloroplast envelope (Flexas et al., 2006b, Hanba et al., 2004, Heckwolf et al., 2011,
Miyazawa et al., 2008, Terashima & Ono, 2002, Uehlein et al., 2003). Aquaporins were
first identified as water channels in animal cells (Preston et al., 1992). Since then,
functions and regulation mechanisms of aquaporins as water channels have been
reported for plant cells (Javot, 2003, Pou et al., 2013, Shatil-Cohen et al., 2011,
Tournaire-Roux et al., 2003b, Van Wilder et al., 2008). Moreover, PIP aquaporins
regulate leaf water relations in response to environmental changes such as drought,
and manipulations such as application of ABA (Boursiac et al., 2008, Pou et al., 2013,
Sade et al., 2014, Shatil-Cohen et al., 2011).
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  PIP aquaporins might be responsible for the decrease in gm as CO2
channels or as water channels that change leaf water relations. In Arabidopsis thaliana,
13 species of PIP aquaporins are expressed and PIP1;2, PIP2;1, PIP2;3 and PIP2;6 are
highly expressed in leaves. Therefore, T-DNA insertion lines of PIP1;2, PIP2;3 and
PIP2;6 were used to investigate whether responses of gm to ABA and high CO2 were
different from wild type.

Materials & Methods
Plant materials
Arabidopsis thaliana and ost1, slac1-2 and T-DNA insertion lines of PIP aquaporins,
pip1;2 (SALK_145347), pip2;3 (SALK_099862), and pip2;6 (SALK_029718C) were
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grown in 200 mL plastic pots (TERAOKA, Osaka, Japan) containing 1 kg of river sand
(SOSEKI, Tochigi, Japan) on the trays in a growth chamber with a 8 h photoperiod,
day/night temperature of 23/21℃ and at relative humidity of 60%. Light was provided by
fluorescent lamps at photosynthetically active photon flux density (PFD) of 200 µmol
photons m-2 s-1 at leaf level. Fully expanded leaves were used for measurements. pip1;2
(SALK_145347) and pip2;3 (SALK_099862) were with a T-DNA insertion within the first
intron of PIP1;2 and PIP2;3. pip2;6 (SALK_029718C) was with a T-DNA insertion within
the third intron of PIP2;6.

Measurement conditions of gm
To investigate the gm responses to ABA, Col-0, ost1 and slac1-2 were fed with 20
µM ABA solution via slits in the petioles. When ABA solution was applied from the
petiole of the cut leaf, ost1 and slac1-2 tended to wilt in about 1 h probably because
they were open-stomata phenotypes. Therefore, I peeled the epidermis of the midrib
and made a slit with a razor blade and added ABA solution to the slit. ABA solution was
prepared with an artificial xylem sap (AXS) containing 1 mM K- phosphate buffer (pH
5.8), 1 mM CaCl2, 0.1 mM MgSO4, 3 mM KNO3 and 0.1 mM MnSO4 (Wilkinson & Davies,
1997).The plant from a growth chamber was kept in the dark for more than 15 min to
avoid embolism before and during making the slit. After making a slit, control solution
(ABA free AXS) was applied and the leaf was enclosed in the chamber. Light at PFD of
600 µmol m–2 s–1 was provided by a metal halide lamp (PCS-UMX250; NPI, Tokyo,
Japan). The rate of photosynthesis was measured at an ambient CO2 concentration (Ca)
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of 390 µmol mol–1 and O2 concentration of 1%. The leaf temperature was kept at 22°C
and the leaf to air vapor pressure deficit (VPD) was set to 0.65 ± 0.1 kPa. Gas exchange
parameters were calculated according to von Caemmerer & Farquhar (1981). When
leaf photosynthesis attained a steady-state rate, photosynthetic characteristics were
measured, and an ABA solution was applied. Photosynthetic characteristics were
measured after 1.5 h of the application of the ABA solution.
Leaves of the PIP mutants were cut at their petioles in the deionized water and
kept in 1.5 mL micro tubes. The deionized water in micro tube was replaced with AXS,
and measurements were made after the photosynthesis rate attained a steady-state
rate. The AXS in the micro tube was then replaced with an AXS containing 1 µM ABA,
and made measurements in 1.5 h.
All the measurements for elevated CO2 experiments were conducted at 390 ppm
at first, and then CO2 concentration was elevated to 780 ppm, and made measurements
in 1.5 h.

Calculation of mesophyll conductance and measurement of ABA content in
leaves
The mesophyll conductance was calculated by the same method as in CHAPTER
2. Parameters used in this study were the same as in CHAPTER 3.
The measurements of ABA content in the leaves were based on the method as
described in CHAPTER2. In CHAPTER4, two leaves were used for the measurement.
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Results
In Fig. 1, data are expressed as relative values where the values before the ABA
treatment were set to one. The photosynthetic rate (A) in Col-0 decreased after
application of ABA, and A in slac1-2 also slightly decreased. gs decreased in response
to application of ABA in Col-0 and slac1-2, On the other hand, gs was almost insensitive
to ABA in ost1. gm was apparently decreased after ABA application even data
calculated with the method of Gu and Sun (2014) in Col-0. gm in slac1-2 did not
decrease to the same level of that in Col-0. gm in ost1 was insensitive to ABA. When the
ABA content in the leave was plotted against gs, gm and gm calculated with the method
of Gu & Sun (2014), gs was more sensitive to ABA than gm (Fig. 2). In addition, ABA
content before ABA application in ost1 and slac1-2 was greater than that in Col-0.
The experiments using PIP T-DNA insertion lines showed that the photosynthetic
characteristics of these lines were very similar (Fig. 3). Responses of photosynthetic
characteristics to the elevated CO2 and ABA were expressed as relative values. In all
lines, responses in gm to elevated CO2 were similar (Fig. 4). On the other hand,
responses in gm to ABA were different among the lines. gm in pip2;6 was slightly greater
than that in Col-0 after ABA application (Fig. 5).

Discussion
Application of 20 µM ABA resulted in large decreases in gs and gm in Col-0 (Fig. 1).
On the other hand, gs decreased only slightly and gm was almost insensitive in response
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to ABA in slac1-2. Decrease in gs in slac1-2 could be explained by activation of another
anion channel, QUAC1(Imes et al., 2013). These independent responses of gs and gm
implied that decrease in gs was not necessarily linked with the decrease in gm. Previous
studies have reported simultaneous decrease in gs and gm and discussed about a
possible involvement of lowered gs on gm (Flexas et al., 2009, Flexas et al., 2002,
Flexas et al., 2008). Lowered gs might increase the influences of CO2 from respiration
and photorespiration because incoming CO2 flow from outside of the leaves are
restricted. In this study, measurements were conducted at 1% O2 condition to minimize
the effect of photorespiration. Moreover, the method incorporated the effects of respired
and photorespired CO2 was also used to estimate gm, but gm decreased consistently.
Therefore, the decrease in gm in response to ABA was due to neither the effect of
(photo)respired CO2 nor that of the decrease in gs. Then, another question arises
because, in slac1-2 and ost1, gm was not decreased by ABA application. OST1 is a
protein kinase that mediates stomatal closure in response to elevated CO2 or ABA (Xue
et al., 2011). OST1 kinase activates SLAC1 via phosphorylation (Imes et al., 2013, Xue
et al., 2011). Possible explanations are discussed below with the results of the
experiments with PIP aquaporins T-DNA insertion lines.
In analyses of gm in response to elevated CO2 and ABA with PIP T-DNA insertion
lines, photosynthetic characteristics in all lines were similar (Fig. 3). However, previous
studies have reported that pip1;2 had lower A and gm (Heckwolf et al., 2011, Uehlein et
al., 2012). These results from the same group might be due to difference line of seeds
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because other researchers could not reproduce these results (Professor Bernerd Genty,
personal communication).
Responses of gm to ABA in pip2;6 were smaller than those in Col-0. PIP2;6 was
mainly expressed around vascular tissue (Prado et al., 2013), therefore they would not
play a role in mesophyll cells as CO2 facilitators (Fig. 5). Recently, the positive
relationships between gm and leaf water relations have been reported (Ferrio et al.,
2012, Flexas et al., 2012). In addition, ABA decreased water permeability of bundle
sheath cells via regulation of PIP aquaporins (Sade et al., 2014, Shatil-Cohen et al.,
2011). When these reports were taken into consideration, the increase in ABA content
in the leaf, specifically in xylem sap, decreased water permeability via PIP aquaporins,
and affected water relations that would then decrease gm. In CHAPTER 2, tobacco
plants exposed to drought conditions showed decreases in leaf water potential and gm.
This data also supports this idea. These changes in water relations via PIP aquaporins
might be regulated with phosphorylation of PIP aquaporins. In the root cells, salinity
affected phosphorylation state of C-terminal tail of PIP2;1 and changed subcellular
localization of PIP2;1 as intercellular compartments (Prak et al., 2008).
Considering the insensitivity of gm to ABA in slac1-2 and ost1, I might suggest a
possible explanation of their insensitivity in gm from the point of view of water relations.
At first, they had greater gs than Col-0. Therefore, their water relations might differ from
those of Col-0, because the plants of Arabidopsis thaliana having greater gs tend to
have lower leaf water potential than that with lower gs (Pantin et al., 2013). Moreover,
they, especially slac1-2, had slightly smaller gm than Col-0, when measurements were
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conducted at 390 ppm and 1% O2 in CHAPTER 3. This might be due to changes in
water relations. Interestingly, OST1 is expressed at both stomata and leaf vascular
tissues (Mustilli, 2002). Therefore, they would control leaf water relations by changing
water permeability around bundle sheath cells and closing stomata. These two
regulations are important to determine leaf water potential. As I have already mentioned
above, phosphorylation state of PIP aquaporins affects water permeability. Then, OST1
would be one of the candidates to change phosphorylation state of PIP aquaporins in
the bundle sheath cells. If the leaf water relations are closely related to gm, these
changes in water relations might alter the response of gm to ABA.
In this study, I suggested the possible involvement of PIP aquaporins in regulation
of gm in response to ABA through changing water relations of leaves. Previous reports
have demonstrated that the relationships between leaf water relations and PIP
aquaporins, and those of leaf water relations and gm. However, there is no report that
demonstrates gm is regulated with leaf water relations that are regulated by PIP
aquaporins. Further investigations are needed to elucidate the mechanisms of gm
regulation in response to ABA.
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Fig. 1 Changes of photosynthetic characteristics after 20 µM ABA application. The
vales were expressed as relative values when the values before ABA application set to
one. Data were mean ± S.D. (n=3-5). Asterisks indicate the significant differences
between before ABA application and after the treatment (Student-t test, P<0.05).
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Fig. 2 The relationships among CO2 diffusion conductances and ABA content in leaves.
In this figure, control values were from another batch of experiment, therefore control
values were different from value used in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4 Changes of photosynthetic characteristics after elevation of CO2 concentration.
The vales were expressed as relative values when the values at CO2 concentration of
390 ppm set to one. Data were mean ± S.D. (n=3). Asterisks indicate the significant
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one. Data were mean ± S.D. (n=4-6). Asterisks indicate the significant differences
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CHAPTER 5

General discussion
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Method for estimating gm
The methods for estimating gm have been improving and I mentioned and
discussed the related methodological problems in Chpaters 1, 2 and 3. Previous studies
have already suggested the method for estimating gm should be accurate and the
method with the minimum assumptions should be used to obtain the data with high
accuracy (Pons et al., 2009). However, many studies have used the chlorophyll
fluorescence method with less attention to the important parameters that are needed for
the calculation of gm, as pointed out recently (Gu & Sun, 2014). Whenever the
responses of gm to environmental changes are important, the methods for estimating gm
and measurement conditions have to be carefully considered.
In the present study, the carbon isotope method with high accuracy has been
used with two calculation methods described in CHAPTER 3 (Gu & Sun, 2014, Tazoe et
al., 2011). The method used by Tazoe et al. (2011) does not take into account the
re-fixation of CO2 from mitochondria. Gu and Sun (2014) have improved the equations
to incorporate the re-fixation of the CO2. When the data were re-calculated with the
method of Gu and Sun (2014), the values of gm slightly smaller than those calculated
with Tazoe et al. (2011). However, the results in CHAPTER 3 and 4 showed that the
responses of gm to CO2 and ABA were consistently observed by both methods. The
difference in gm by these methods was about 0.03 mol CO2 m-2 s-1, and the difference in
gm resulted in the difference in Cc of about 26 µmol CO2 mol air-1 in high light at the
ambient CO2 condition at 390 ppm in Col-0.
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At present, the method proposed by Gu and Sun (2014) for estimating gm is most
advanced, but their method also has many assumptions. Therefore, a more direct
method should be sought. Nevertheless, when carefully used with relevant sensitivity
analyses, their method would produce reliable gm values.

Responses of gm to Ci and ABA
It was revealed that the decrease in gm in response to elevated CO2 and the
decrease in gm in response to ABA were brought about by the different mechanisms.
When the leaf was subject to elevated CO2, Ci increased, while Ci was decreased with
application of ABA. In both cases, gm was decreased. In other words, the increase in gm
was not observed when ABA was applied although Ci decreased. Further, experiments
with ABA deficient tobacco have revealed that ABA is not necessary for decreasing gm
in response to high CO2.
The rapid decrease in gm in response to elevated CO2 could be explained by
leakiness of the chloroplast envelope to HCO3–. However, when the plants grown at
high N, the responses of gm to high CO2 changed considerably, and these changes
would not be explained by the leakiness alone. These changes might be due to
changes in the chloroplast thickness and its content. Basically, when chloroplast
becomes bigger, the diffusion pathlength to Rubisco in the stroma becomes larger, and
thereby gm would decrease. The chloroplast size may be changed by the nitrogen
nutrition level and growth CO2 concentration because growth at low N and/or high CO2
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leads the leaves to accumulate much starch. Then, the chloroplast will become thicker.
Moreover, the stroma includes large barriers for CO2 and HCO3– diffusion.

Possible factors altering gm under drought condition
In CHAPTER 2, I demonstrated the involvement of ABA in the decrease in gm.
ABA plays an important role under drought conditions in leaf water relations. With
respect to the decrease in gm in response to ABA, it is possible that the decrease in gm
is the secondary effect of the changes in leaf hydraulics. There are two possible
explanations for that.
One of them is direct regulation of PIP aquaporins. Recently, many studies have
reported that some PIP aquaporins have ability to permeate CO2 (Flexas et al., 2006b,
Hanba et al., 2004, Mori et al., 2014, Uehlein et al., 2003). PIP aquaporins exist in the
plasma membrane as heterotetramers and these interactions of PIP aquaporins
regulate their localization (Otto et al., 2010, Zelazny et al., 2007). A previous study
demonstrated that inactivation of PIP aquaporins under drought condition occurred by
conformational changes via dephosphorylation (Tornroth-Horsefield et al., 2006). When
the four PIP aquaporins exist as a heterotetramer in the plasma membrane, and one of
them is the CO2 facilitator and the others are water channels, inactivation of water
permeable PIP aquaporins under drought conditions might change the conformation of
the heterotetramer. In short, it might be possible that the CO2 permeable PIP aquaporin
is also inactivated by regulation of the water permeable PIP aquaporins. It might be also
possible that the heterotetramer PIP aquaporins change its localization as intracellular
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compartments. This trafficking regulation of PIP aquaporins has been demonstrated in
root cells under salt stress (Luu et al., 2012, Prak et al., 2008). If the water permeable
and CO2 permeable PIP aquaporins form heterotetramer together in the plasma
membrane in the mesophyll cells. The effect of regulating water relations in mesophyll
cells could result in the decrease in gm as well.
Another explanation of the decrease in gm in response to ABA is indirect
involvement of PIP aquaporins. There is a significant resistance for water between
xylem and bundle sheath cells, and this resistance is partly regulated by PIP aquaporins
(Sade et al., 2014, Shatil-Cohen et al., 2011). In their studies, application of ABA
decreased the water permeability of bundle sheath cells, and then decreased water
conductivity of the leaves and leaf water potential. In the present study, the decrease in
water potential of tobacco leaves was observed under the drought conditions. In this
way, leaf water relations are correlated with gm as suggested by Ferrio et al. (2012).
Therefore, ABA might affect leaf water relations and thereby the decrease gm via PIP
aquaporin regulation.

Future perspectives
The involvement of ABA in the decrease in gm under drought conditions is
proposed. However, underlying mechanisms of decrease in gm is still unclear. As a
mechanism that decreases gm, the role of ABA in regulation of the leaf water relations is
suggested. It is possible to investigate this hypothesis. Clarification of the relationships
between leaf water relations and CO2 diffusion in the leaves will be important to improve
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crops that have high photosynthesis rate with less water. Detailed analyses of
responses of CO2 diffusion conductances to high CO2 will be helpful to improve plants
performance.

Currently, the atmospheric CO2 concentration is increasing dramatically.

Therefore, we should seriously consider the consequences of the increase in the
atmospheric CO2. At the same time, we should consider how we improve plant
performance in such the high CO2 world. If my study is regarded as one of the
pioneering studies in this research field, my efforts will be rewarded.
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